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REGIMENTAL COLONEL’S NOTES
Hallowe’en is without doubt our
great regimental anniversary, while
the Remembrance Day Church Parade
and the party afterwards feels like our
regimental family’s open day.
For this reason, I shall evolve the
Hallowe’en Dinner in order to make it
a better projection of the identity of our
reputation and history. Commensurately,
I shall elevate Church Parade to be
the event when we celebrate our own
individual achievements, among the
affirming community of family and
friends.
We have one of the most identifiable
brands in the Army. However, arguably,
not enough promotion and marketing
has been done in order to secure its
public recognition, understanding and
following. Let’s address this together for
the long term security of the London
Scottish Regiment, no matter what may
be announced, and let’s ensure that we
can make our ‘brand’ a well recognised
and highly respected part of London’s
society once again.
In due course, we can develop
our presence in all media and I have
already started using the hash-tag
#KiltedInTheCapital in order to start
building this up but, over the coming
year, with your support, advice and help,
we can do much more. Have ideas, good
ones and share them.
In order to promote this, the Trustees
have recommended that we hold a
Stakeholder’s meeting. This will provide
an opportunity for all members of the
Regimental family to both hear what
we are doing and also to give their own
input and ideas. This will take place at
95 Horseferry Road, 19th January at
1500hrs.
We will have plenty to discuss with
some tea and biscuits to nurture the
discussion. If you are not able to attend
but have a good constructive idea to get
off your chest, write in.
Please contact RHQ and inform us of
your intention to attend. I look forward
to seeing you there and hearing your
ideas.
Remembrance is a very tough
weekend for the Pipes and Drums
especially and also our soldiers because
both organisations are hardly ever out
of uniform. The Lord Mayor’s Show is

decline in numbers. Rob will grasp our
training and drive forward recruitment,
in order to make sure that our soldiers
are challenged, pushed and valued so
that they make strong and enduring
commitments from their volunteering.
Of course, the answers on how to do
this will not sit solely in the company
commander’s mind: all are vital in the
ideas game and the Trustees are keen to
help Strike Sure.
We delayed printing this Gazette
because the long delayed announcement
on the future of the London Regiment
had been delayed. Sadly that delay was
delayed. Going to press now may well
miss the final announcement but at least
the delay will be over.
Soldiers have one certainty.
War will come.
Let us celebrate another year of
success and prepare for Christmas. Let
us enjoy the families and friends we
train to protect. And let us reflect on the
inheritance we have in our hands and
make them strong.
And, if I may bring this into

The Pipes and Drums with The Worshipful company of Distillers after their
Dinner at 95 earlier in November
perspective again in the way I shared
with 19 year old Private Gordon at our
outstanding Hallowe’en commemoration
dinner; remember Private A Bruce, who
died in the closing months of 1916, also
aged 19. We are one hell of a regiment!

Alastair Bruce
Regimental Colonel
The London Scottish

OC’S NOTES

The colonel proudly taking the salute as the regiment marches back from
church.
another chance for us to grandstand our
brand and role to the wider community
and so I’m grateful to all for turning
this effort and commitment into our
collective raised profile and brand
recognition.
Major Nic Storey is about to demit
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command and Major Rob Pitt will
be welcomed as his successor. The
Regiment is really grateful for all that Nic
has done to take the company forward
through tough times, with an enduring
question mark over our future and
identity coupled with the post-operation

This is my last London Scottish
Gazette article as Company Commander
before I step off in January. I hand over
to Major Rob Pitt who has just joined
the battalion and I know will do an
excellent job when in post.
We also have numerous other recent
and imminent changes in the A Company
command team.
In November, CSgt Sebukima was
richly promoted to become CQMS. He is
replaced by Sgt Wood who left the Scots
Guards last year and has transferred in
as 1 Platoon Sergeant. We welcome Sgt
Wood and congratulate CSgt Sebukima.
1 Platoon Commander 2Lt Matt Williams
has also just recently moved on from
the Company as his civilian work moves
him up to Birmingham. We thank him
for his commitment and enthusiasm
and welcome back 2Lt Kaj Scarsbrook
who returns from his 12 month leave of
absence to retake the reins of 1 Platoon.
This month we say goodbye to our
Permanent Staff Instructor, Sgt Jimmy
Tunilla, who has completed his tour

with LONDONS. Sgt Tunilla has been
hugely popular with the soldiers, with
his approachable and quietly effective
manner. Sgt Tunilla will be replaced by
the Sniper-trained CSgt Holwell from
the Coldstream Guards. Mortar Platoon
Commander Capt Adam Greenwood also
leaves us in January, but this time leaving
the army to spend more time with his
young family and busy civilian job. We
thank him for his energy, dedication and
affable leadership style. His replacement
will be announced shortly. And finally, in
February we will say goodbye to Company
Second in Command Capt Jamie Barklem
who moves on after a highly successful
two year tour in post. Capt Barklem
has been the real engine room of the
Company and has been a stalwart ally
to me in my time in command. I thank
him for his immense commitment and
dedication to what is a vital but often
thankless role! Capt Barklem will be
replaced by Capt Bobby Stewart, who has
just recently left the army (3 SCOTS) and
is currently getting up to speed with all

things Hodden Grey!
Reviewing training over the last four
months, there has as ever been plenty on.
In August the battalion ran its now annual
public order training exercise, alongside
riot police. Although not ‘core’ training,
it always proves to be an exhilarating
and demanding exercise which tests
teamwork and leadership under immense
pressure and is hugely popular with the
troops. This was followed in September
by a field exercise teaching and testing
patrolling, navigation and tracking – a
real specialism of the Jungle Warfare
trained Sergeant Major who took lead
in much of the instruction. Then in
October the Battalion ran two shooting
weekends to further build on the core
range skills practiced in March and April
and culminating in soldiers conducting
live firing up to fire-team level. Also
in October the company managed to
squeeze in its own company-led MATTs
testing weekend to cover off CBRN,
Counter IED, map reading, BCD, a PFA
and an AFT. The highlight was no doubt
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month and have recruits passing through
Phase 1 and CIC every month. All this is
very promising and positions us well for
the changes ahead.
May I finish by extending my thanks
to the hard working dedication of my
command team, the guidance of The
Colonel, the support of the Commanding
Officer, the unwavering allegiance of the
Regimental Association, the backing of

the Regimental Trusts, the magnificence
of the Pipes & Drums, the support
and patience of all the families, but
most importantly the sheer dedication
and commitment of the soldiers of A
Company. I have been merely a custodian
of A Company, but I am incredibly proud
to say that I have had this honour. I wish
the best of luck to Major Rob Pitt and
I know that you will all support him as

much as you have supported me as he
steps into the best sub unit command job
in the Reserves.
Strike Sure
Maj NJ Storey
Company Commander
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

1 PLATOON UPDATE
Composite LONDONS company, commanded by Major Nic Storey, on Exercise IBERIAN STAR, the Annual Training
Period in Spain.
the CSM’s innovative use of a long jump
sandpit for mine clearance lessons!
At the Hallowe’en dinner, guest of
honour was the Commander Field Army,
Lt Gen Everard, and he and the outgoing
Honorary Regimental Colonel, Lord
Robertson, were able to make a few key
presentations. Pte Carr was awarded the
Macdonald Trophy for junior leadership.
The Messines Award, which recognises
selfless commitment to the company, was
won by Sgt Miller. WO2 (CSM) Dawson
was presented with the first clasp to his
Volunteer Reserve Service Medal and
Cpl Parsons received his (very!) belated
Diamond Jubilee Medal. Additionally,
recent recruit Pte Wootton, who recently
passed the Combat Infantryman Course,
was presented his Hodden Grey Patch by
The Colonel.
November’s focus was as ever on
the Lord Mayor’s Show and Church
Parade. This year The London Regiment
patrolled the show’s route in MTP
alongside trucks containing support
weapons including the mortars from
Catford. This was a marked change from
the smart marching in service dress
of the last few years, but the soldiers
enjoyed the different approach and
chance to interact more with the onlooking crowds. Church Parade by way
of contrast, took its traditional and welltrodden approach, with good numbers
from the company (including recent
recruits), Pipes & Drums, Association
members and four cadet detachments.
The main effort for the Battalion, and
indeed the Reserves, remains recruiting.
It has not been a straight forward task
but I am delighted to report that after
an enhanced focus on both recruiting
and recruit training over the last 12
months, we have begun to see the fruits

of our labours. A Company has attested 17
recruits since the start of the training year
(April) and 15 recruits have been loaded
onto, or passed, Phase 1 and CIC – both
figures the highest in the battalion. A Coy
currently has no less than 19 recruits in
the recruit training pipeline, and it has
started to produce a steady stream of
trained soldiers. In September, Ptes Malik
and Wootton passed Phase 1 Bravo and
joined the company.
In October, Ptes Malik, Waterston and
Wootton went on to pass the Combat
Infantryman Course and as I write, Pte
Edwards is on Phase 1 Alpha and Ptes
Alexander, Flitton and Laws are all on
Phase 1 Bravo. In Jan we also have three
booked onto Phase 1 and three onto CIC.
Recognition must go to CSgt Evans
and Sgt Oyalegan for their sterling
efforts on recruiting and recruit training
respectively. All these numbers are highly
encouraging and stand the company in
firmer stead for whatever the future holds.
So what does the future hold? Decisions
are being made at the most senior level
and so we await the new direction we are
to take. What I will say is that we expect
change and despite not knowing the detail
at the time of writing, we are ready to
embrace with renewed vigour. Indeed,
we accommodate change more readily
than most. We are reservists and manage
change on a daily basis; every time we
leave the office and don our uniform.
And so as I reflect upon the last three
years in post, I recollect some moments in
particular. We have fostered stronger links
with the guards - A Company supporting
the Irish Guards on Op TOSCA in 2014
and 2015 with more troops than any
company in the Battalion, then London
Jocks undertaking training in Belize with
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the Coldstream Guards last year. And
more recently, just this Summer, Pte
Orlowski joined the Grenadier Guards
for a year on the Very High Readiness
Joint Task Force (VJTF). On the training
front, 2 (Mortar) platoon last year
impressively delivered the first mortars
cadre and live firing for several years and
the LONDONS company I commanded
in Spain this Summer comprised London
Jocks in key roles - Coy 2IC, CSM, 1 Pl
Comd and 1 Pl Sgt.
There was also taking part in the
poignant First World War Centenary
commemorations in 2014, hosting HM
The Queen and Duke of York at HFRARC
and taking a handful of London Jocks
to Canada to take part in the Toronto
Scottish’s Colour Parade with the Earl
of Wessex in 2015. In March I was
delighted to take 30 from the company
up to Edinburgh to reinforce our Scottish
heritage and then the next month I was
incredibly proud in the part that the
company so appropriately played in
Stuart Young’s send-off.
To close, I hope that the amplifying of
the First Tuesday scheme has fostered a
stronger link between the Association
and the serving company, with reciprocal
benefit. I am confident that the close
work with the Master of the Worshipful
Company of Distillers, culminating in us
recently hosting 16 Liveryman at HFR
has reignited the dormant relationship.
As hoped, they have also committed to
support soldiers undertaking adventure
training, and to present a silver quaich
to the best new recruit each year. Most
importantly, though, the recruiting
numbers have turned a corner and are
rapidly gaining momentum. A Company
have the strongest recruit pipeline across
the Battalion, averaging two attestations a

Since the Annual Training Period,
1 Platoon has continued to support
Battalion training first with public
order training - a particular favourite
of many - and also attended the
Battalion LFTT training which, I have
to say, is a particular favourite of mine.
MATTs training is also going well with
many in 1 Platoon on course to bounty
at the end of the training year in March
2017. The past few weeks have been
busy, first with the Hallowe’en dinner
followed by the Lord Mayor’s parade and
Remembrance Sunday. There have also

been a number of other events, such as
the London Scottish Somme battlefield
tour, that we have supported.
In terms of G1 1 Platoon continues to
grow despite losing a few key soldiers (Pte
McColl to Sandhurst and Pte Orlowski
on a VHTF to 1GG), as we have a strong
recruit pipeline taking the Platoon up
to full manning. 1 Platoon command
has also had changes as Sergeant Wood
(formerly 1SG) takes on the role of
Platoon Sergeant upon the successful
promotion of Sergeant Sebukima to the
rank of Colour Sergeant, and his new

position as CQMS of A Company.
Due to my civilian work commitments
1 Platoon also now requires a new
Platoon Commander as I move on to
work in the Midlands and to a new unit
in the area. That said 1 Platoon is in a
very strong position and will continue to
support and be a linchpin to all London
Scottish and London Regiment events.
2Lt MJ Williams
OC 1 Platoon

2 PLATOON UPDATE
2 Platoon have been involved in a
wide range of training over the past few
months. Much of this has centred on
preparing soldiers from careers courses
such as the Skill at Arms Course (SAA)
and the Potential Junior NCO Cadre.
The SAA is one the most useful courses
for an NCO to complete and competition
for places is always fierce. LCpl Morton will
be attending this course and he has been
training on weapons such as the UGL and
LMG in preparation, along with a whole
host of other weaponry. Pte Lam is about
to head to Caterrick for the PNCO cadre.
I instructed on this cadre for a brief period
so I can tell you from experience that it
demands a lot from soldiers, particularly
in terms of fitness and ability to deal with
stress under pressure. The key being that
those that pass the course are deemed to
display the qualities expected of a JNCO. If
you promote after this cadre the next step
is completing the JNCO cadre at Brecon.

Brecon is, as you would expect, very testing
and the course is now fully integrated with
the Regular Army. Exercise names such as
“Hard pounding” and “Rock Bottom” leave
little to the imagination.
We hosted the first of the new combined
triaging initiative at CATARC in early
November. Several of 1 platoon came south
of the river for the evening and learnt the
basics of mortaring. This is something that
we will continue over the coming months
to give all soldiers a wider perspective on
the skill range Infantry soldiers can have.
Mortaring continues to be our main role
within the Regiment. We were hit with
some disappointing news recently that all
mortar firing in the Army is suspended until
further notice. This is part of a cost cutting
measure that estimates that cancelling the 3
main courses that run per year will save the
Army £14 million. Thankfully we live fired
last year so the platoon is very up to date
with it training, hopefully the seize fire will

not last too long.
Several of the platoon attended the
annual Hallowe’en dinner. Sgt Miller was
honoured at the event with the award for
outstanding contribution to the Company.
He is absolutely key to the operation of
the mortar platoon. Having been with the
platoon over 10 years his experience and
knowledge are valuable to the soldiers and
officers alike.
This is my final Gazette article as the 2
platoon commander having joined the
platoon in June 2014. It has been a privilege
to serve with the London Scottish. The
sense of history and pride so many people
have in connection to the London Scottish
is impressive and I hope the great things
that the London Scottish stands for can
continue into the future.
Strike Sure
Capt A M Greenwood
2 (Mortar) Platoon Commander
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TRAINING NOTES
Range weekend (September 30, October
1, October 2)
The last weekend of September was
the first of two starred live firing training
weekends. A Coy’s main effort was on the
first weekend. We bused down on Friday
night to St Martin’s Field Camp and
Hythe ranges on the Kent coast.
Tactically the weekend moved from
grouping and zeroing on the Saturday
morning all the way up to pairs and
fire teams on the individual battle skills
range (IBSR) on the Sunday. The weather
was bleak on the Saturday but improved
throughout the weekend. Despite this,
some of us were unlucky enough to be
on the ranges in the prone position when
the skies opened. Following the usual
banter about wearing issued Gore-Tex,
the accuracy of the firers and the weather
improved.
The IBSR range was a new experience
for me, great fun in moving from cover to
cover with pop up targets and a variation
of firing positions. We were each given
individual safety staff and their feedback
was very welcome. I found that tunnel
vision was a problem and keeping an
eye on the wider channel, and whole
range, takes practice and concentration.

However, I was quite happy with my first
attempt.
On the Sunday, Private Lam and I
were one of the first pairs to go down the
range. After a short period of pairs fire
and manoeuvre remind and revise under
Sgt OO, we were ready to go. Working in
tandem was more of a challenge and the
desire to run ahead was difficult to resist.
We pepper potted down the range and
walked back receiving feedback.
Pte Woods and soldier from B
Company made up our fire team and we
moved through the range once more. If
twos were difficult then four of us must
have been like herding cats for the staff.
Having said that, once again the range
staff did all keep us in check.
Another very enjoyable weekend,
rounded off with the boys at the Barley
Mow in line with A Coy tradition.
Somme trip
Private Lister and I were lucky enough
to be welcomed on to the Regimental
Association Somme First and Last tour
between September 22nd and 25th. It
was good to see Cpl Dan Holbrough who
recently joined the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards, and meet his wife Kate.

Recruiting at the London Triathlon
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After a much-needed bacon sandwich,
Lister and I sat down at the back of the
bus beside Chris (Christopher Yeats),
an hilarious gentleman associated more
with the London Scottish rugby club.
He kept us amused for hours with his
ribald stories and inappropriate rugby
tour style comments, such as: “Knew this
chap once, Jim McLellan, lovely man.
Something of a lady’s man, probably still
is. Pornographer I think, could never
work out if he made the films or was a
willing participant, probably both.”
The Friday was a long sunny day and I
think the sunshine took its toll on all of
us. After Lt Col Peter led us through the
action of the London Scottish on the 1st
July 1916 we laid a wreath at Hebuterne.
Later at the Ocean Villas Tea Room in
Auchonvillers, myself and Pte Lister
went to investigate the preserved trench
complex while the queue for baguettes
died down.
At Beaumont Hamel, the Canadian
memorial site and designated as
Canadian soil, I was singled out by
Corporal Parsons for my (associated)
Newfoundland heritage – my wife is from
eastern Canada – I was asked to give the
correct pronunciation of the island. We
also laid a wreath at the 51st Highland

Division Memorial at the site.
The smoker on Friday night was
dominated by songs and comic turns
from Isla St Clair, Alex McBride and
Eric Bee. Eric had asked me during the
day about a picture from the Hallowe’en
dinner last year when Major Young had
asked me, Private Norris and Eric to carry
the silverware back to the store. With the
help of social media, Private Lister found
the picture, it was a poignant moment for
all of us.
Unfortunately Friday night took its toll
on several of us and I was struck down
by the Arras Augue – our food poisoning
from a dodgy batch of snails that I ate
(although when I got back to London the
CSM assured me that it was a virus and

several others had been very sick).
Although weak as a kitten and very
tired, I insisted on joining the tour on
Saturday. I slept every time that we got
on the coach and everyone was very kind
in offering me sympathy and a range of
high strength pharmaceuticals. The main
reason I pushed to stay on was Thiepval.
My Great, great Uncle Alexander Bogie
was a Private in the Royal Scots and was
killed on the first day of the Somme. His
name is inscribed on the memorial and it
meant a lot to me to be able to march in
with the pipes and read the exultation at
the wreath laying.
On Sunday I felt much better despite
Cpl Parsons now referring to me as
Private Lazarus. We visited Guillemont

Road cemetery where a Pte Carr is
buried. My namesake reinforced the
poignancy of the where we were and
what we were commemorating.
As a footnote to the story, I ordered
one of the Somme commemoration
poppies made of brass from the shells
used at the Somme. The poppies have
been produced in memory of each fallen
soldier. My poppy is dedicated to Private
P Ryan of the Scots Guards who is also
buried at Guillemont Road.
If I am lucky enough to be invited, I
would love to attend the tour next year.
Strike Sure
Pte. Carr

STRIKE SURE QUIZ
It was a good day on the fourth of
October 2016 when at last the quarterly
Strike Sure quiz was launched. The idea
of the quiz was twofold, firstly to generate
cohesion at company level and secondly
to increase attendance at parade evenings.
The quarterly event will allow A
Company the opportunity to forge a
continuous link with London Scottish
association members which is crucial
for the accessibility and transfer of their
wealth, knowledge and expertise.
The pilot project proved a resounding
success as there were eight teams partaking
and the atmosphere was quite jolly and
expectant. The wealth of knowledge was
proved with the number of correct answers
on the night.
The winning team comprised of Pte
Healy-Render and Steve Lovelock, coming
close second was Felstead Failures,
comprising of Pte Carr, Martin Felstead
and Mark Ormiston. Third position was
lead by Pte Lister and other association
members.
I look forward to the next quiz which
will be in January 2017. The topic will be
A (London Scottish) Company history
(pre-1940), platoon battle drills and some
current affairs thrown in. We expect as
many as possible to be there. Support the
London Scottish.
Strike Sure,
Sgt Oyalegan

The winning team of Pte Healy-Render and Steve Lovelock

Pte Orlowski received a leaving gift as he is heading off to 1 GG for a year
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LORD MAYOR’S SHOW AND CHURCH PARADE
As has been previously reported in this
edition, numbers at A (London Scottish)
Company are presently strong and
continually growing. The weekend of the
Lord Mayor’s Show and Remembrance
Sunday, which took place over the
weekend of 11 – 13 November 2016, was
a fantastic opportunity to involve our
newest recruits through to those who have
served for 20+ years.
As ever, Friday evening involved
polishing kit, bulling of brogues and boots,
and pressing of various shirts, smocks etc.
We were also joined by our London Scottish
Pipes and Drums, as well as the Pipes
and Drums of Tayforth UOTC. As you
can imagine, as well as bolstering already
good numbers for the weekend’s activities,
this also added a different (and positive!)
dimension to the bar on both evenings.
The Lord Mayor’s show, reported to
be the largest unrehearsed parade in the
world, is always well-represented by the
LONDONS. This year, instead of fielding
a full marching contingent, soldiers and
officers of the LONDONS showcased the
various capabilities of the Regiment, led

by the Colour Party, which was represented
by 2 London Jocks, 2Lt Williams and WO2
(CSM) Dawson. The remaining troops,
patrolling alongside 2 vehicles, were tasked
with presenting our support weapons
capabilities, as well as interacting with the
crowds, to great success. Sgt Miller, LCpl
Keen, Pte Lam, Pte Robertson and Pte
Norris from the Mortar Platoon also had the
opportunity to show off our 81mm mortars,
which attracted a longer-than-usual time
slot on the BBC coverage of the event.
Despite the weather (which is a recurring
theme year after year) spirits were high,
and with solid numbers, the parade was the
perfect platform on which to show off the
capabilities of the Regiment, and particularly
of A Company.
After a wipe-down of weapons and kit, all
efforts following the parade were focussed
on preparing for Remembrance Sunday.
On Sunday morning, the majority of the
Company gathered at HFR for the 1100
two-minutes silence, while Capt Greenwood
and Pte Robertson, accompanied by a piper,
attended the wreath laying remembrance
service at Lewisham.

The Serving Company, Church Parade 2016.
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Remembrance Sunday is particularly
significant for A Company, and a rare
chance for the entire Regimental family
to gather and pay our respects to those
who, for our tomorrow, gave their today.
In true London Scottish tradition, the
serving company, led by the Pipes and
Drums, and accompanied by the London
Scottish Regimental Association and our
various cadet detachments, marched to St
Columba’s church in Pont Street to form the
congregation at our annual church service.
This year was particularly memorable
for me, knowing that I would be marching
alongside my colleagues and peers for the
last time in my role as Company Second
in Command. As ever, the support from
friends and loved ones of the Regimental
family was overwhelming; long may this
tradition continue.
STRIKE SURE
Capt J R Barklem
Company Second-in-Command
A (London Scottish) Company
LONDONS

Serving Company Marching to the Church.

The Regimental Association marching behind their banner. 


Images courtesy of Emily Miller
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HALLOWE’EN 2016

Lord Robertson gave an emotional farewell speech
announcing he was stepping down as Honorary Colonel.

Pte Gordon with the Regimental Wreath.

Pte Gordon lays the Regimental Wreath.

The Pipes and Drums entertain with the Company Marches.

Pte Carr discusses his award with Lord Robertson.

Members of A Company prepare to sit for dinner.
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Pte Carr receives his award from Lord Robertson.

Distinguished guests at the top table.
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PUBLIC ORDER TRAINING
Over the weekend over 19-21 August
the Battalion ran a Public order training
ex down at the purpose built Rype Village,
Lydd.
For the first part we were issued out all
of the ‘Robocop gear’ and then we were
split into 2 squads and went through some
of the basic drills covering shield drills,
formations, command and control. This was
followed by an introduction to some minor
‘bother’ which was willingly provided by
RHQ, to get the troops used to what lay
ahead for the day.
We had with us a small contingent of
Special constables mixed in with us and
whilst they were learning a lot of how we
deal with public order a lesson on the use
of applying handcuffs was given as an good
‘interest lesson’ for the troops. Although Cpl
Ma, amongst others got a little too excited.
We had a horror bag lunch and as per
usual did not fail to disappoint everyone
but that as we all know has always been the
case. After lunch we were required to have
our petrol inoculation in order to progress
with the day. This as it sounds is where you
have petrol bombs thrown at you to help
simulate some of the chaos of public order.
The exercise phase was to test all that
had been learnt throughout the day and to
be put into a close to reality scenario as the
H&S would allow. One squad played enemy
whilst the other ran the gauntlet. We had
waited until it had gotten dark to help with
the confusion of things and as we entered
the Village on route to our objective there
were vehicles on fire and a few hooligans
loitering and it didn’t take long until it had
kicked off properly and before we knew it

LCpl Morton freestyle kayaking...

we were under attack from multiple angles
and petrol bombs flying in. The objective
was reached and then it was change over
time and the gauntlet was run again with
much the same chaos and flying debris &
bodies.
All told it was a good weekend and a lot
was learnt in a short space of time.
There were a few broken bodies at the end
of the training, however most of these were

to the ‘boys in blue’ who probably aren’t as
used to being at the sharp end of a size 9! All
part of the fun and all look forward to the
next public order weekend.
Strike sure
Sgt Miller
Mortar Platoon Sgt

KAYAKING
The last few months have been busy for
kayaking. I have taken part in the Army
Freestyle championships, boater cross
championship, the Adidas Sick Line
Extreme Race World Championship
and attended the Army Sports Awards
Dinner.
Cardiff International White Water
Centre played host to the Army Freestyle
and Boater cross championship. The
freestyle completion was held on both a
wave and a hole to give competitors the

chance to show off the biggest range of
tricks. The open competition started on
the hole, not my strongest future but I still
managed to earn good points with some
spins, shut its, pirates, cartwheels and loops.
After the 20 minute session was up we
moved down the course to compete on the
wave, definitely my strongest feature. Some
of the moves can be done on both features
but there are many that can’t. I went for it
for the twenty minutes, pulling spins, shut
its, round houses, back round houses and a
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Blunt. I was happy with my runs, combined
they put me in to 2nd place.
Throughout the day heats were held for
the Boater cross competition. A sprint race
consisting of a mass start and simply first
across the line wins. We had a five boat
final, with the heats being fiercely contested
this was going to be a tight race. I got a
great start barging my way through the
field to first place. I was in a commanding
position until I chose the wrong line on the
last feature and capsized, quickly rolling up

I managed to regain second place across
the line. Boater cross is un predictable
and exciting racing so I was pleased to
emerge with second but next year i will
be aiming for nothing less than victory. It
was a great competition and to be second
in Army at freestyle and Boater cross is a
big achievement but next year I will be
targeting 1st place in both.
The first week of October I headed
out to Oetz in Austria to compete in the
Adidas Sick Line Extreme Race World
Championship. The race is held on the
Wellubruker rapids on the river Oetz, one
of the hardest sections of white water in
Europe. I had a fantastic few days of training
before the race, supported by LCpl Keen,
taking photos and giving me feedback on
my lines. I was feeling confident about
achieving my goal of reaching the top 100,
until my final practice run when I snapped
my paddle and swam in the middle of the
rapid. The water is freezing as it is glacier
fed, and my boat then got stuck on a rock in
the middle of the rapid. Fortunately with the
help of some of the world’s best kayakers,
my boat and I were quickly rescued, with
just my paddle and confidence in pieces.
The race the following day was not good;
having changed my paddle the boat felt
unbalanced and alien. As a result my times

and in the sprint race.
were slow and I finished 142 in the event.
I‘ll be back out there next year to compete
yet again.
At the start of November I was invited
to attend the Army Sports awards dinner
at the Old College RMA Sandhurst, along
with other members of the Army Freestyle
Team and representatives from the other
kayak disciplines. It was a fantastic event

to celebrate sporting achievement from
across all sports in the Army, and held in
an amazing location.
I’m now working on developing my
kayaking further for next year and looking
to better my results.
LCpl Morton
Mortar Platoon
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PIPES AND DRUMS
“Before the world grew mad, the Somme
was a placid stream of Picardy, flowing
gently through a broad and winding valley
northwards to the English Channel. It
watered a country of simple beauty … Then
came the pestilence.”
A. D. Gristwood
(1893 - 1933)
Arthur Donald Gristwood was born
in Catford, served with the 5th London
Regiment during the Great War and was sent
to Flanders in 1915. Despite his profound
loathing for war, he fought honorably, and
wrote two short books ‘The Somme’ and
‘The Coward’ from his experiences on the
front, which were published in 1927. They
recount, honestly and directly, the truth of
daily life in the trenches and, with this year
being the 100th Anniversary of the Battle
of the Somme (which took place over the
141 days from 1st July to 18th November
1916; virtually the same period since the
last edition of the Gazette), it seemed
appropriate to open these ‘Band Notes’
with a quote from a London soldier serving
exactly a century ago.
The past 141 days in 2016 have been a
typically busy period for the Ps&Ds, and I
shall attempt to record here the highlights
for the benefit of posterity.
HALLOWE’EN
After several months of learning new
pipe scores and drum beatings, refining
tempos and breaks between tunes, and
perfecting the ensemble playing, the Ps&Ds
were ready to deliver the customary new set
of tunes at the Regiment’s annual Hallowe’en
Dinner on Monday 31st October 2016.
As usual, this was a grand affair, with a
glittering list of top table guests, serving
company, Regimental Association and old
comrades in attendance. There were many
knowledgeable ears in the room to assess
the Band’s performance, and all those with
expertise in piping or drumming agreed
that this year’s set was one of the best yet; the
piping was tight and solid, the harmonies
clear and the drumming crisp and strong.
The 2016 tunes were:
Jeannie Mauchline (March)
Rose Among the Heather (Strathspey)
The Silver Spear (Reel)
Lord Robertson (Slow Air)
Tripping up the Stairs (Jig)
The Panda (Jig)
A video of the Band’s Hallowe’en

performance has been posted on YouTube
by Mark Ormiston at:
https://youtu.be/kniYoPwkQqA
The Ps&Ds, even larger in number,
then returned later in the evening for
the traditional second set of Company
Marches, finally marching off, with
considerable applause ringing in our ears,
to the Regimental March. It is right to
record here our thanks to Piper Calum
Galleitch for coaxing us ever upwards, to
Drummer Andy Withers for the original
drums beatings, to Drummer Steve Hill for
taking up the reins as Lead Tip so diligently
and also, of course, to P/M Jim McLucas
and D/M Nobby Foulis for their overall
leadership and for encouraging the Ps&Ds
to flourish.
We are also grateful to Alistair Wood
(our new Clerk to the Trustees) and Laura
Truman for their expert ‘stage management’
of the evening, and for arranging for the
vacated tables to be removed to allow the
Band some comfortable breathing space in
which to perform.
DISTILLERS DINNER
On 3rd November 2016, the Regimental
Colonel hosted a dinner at 95 for the
Worshipful Company of Distillers, a Livery
Company of the City of London dating
back to 1638, in the reign of King Charles
I. There are over one hundred City Livery
Companies, each numbered according to
precedence, primarily based on the date of
foundation, and the Distillers are ranked
69th. The London Scottish Regiment is
the Company’s affiliated Army Unit, and
the Livery Company has given welfare
support to serving soldiers on operations in
both Iraq and Afghanistan. The Distillers
Company also very generously sponsor the
Ps&Ds annual Mini-Band Competition. In
return, the Scottish provide pipers at the
Distiller’s annual Mansion House Banquet
and arrange for members of the Livery to
visit the serving company training.
As the dinner was on a Thursday evening
(when the Ps&Ds have our weekly Band
Practice), it was a good opportunity to get
into Full Dress uniform and to provide
a short display in the Drill Hall at the
conclusion of the evening’s events. The
Regimental Colonel and Mr Douglas
Morton, Master of the Worshipful Company
of Distillers, jointly took the salute, and the
Master kindly said a few words of thanks
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to the Ps&DS before we marched off to
‘Highland Laddie’.
LEWES
On Saturday 5th November 2016 (for
once, a date of a Band engagement which
even those of us without some form of
hand-held personal communications
device could remember), the Ps&Ds
made a jolly social, ‘off duty’ trip down
to Sussex. Every November on Bonfire
Night, the historic and sedate market town
of Lewes in East Sussex comes alive to the
crackle of burning torches, flaming crosses
and exploding effigies, and the sights
and sounds of the Lewes Bonfire Night
Celebrations, the biggest Fifth of November
Event in the world. In fact, this is not just
one celebration, as there are six separate
Lewes Bonfire Societies, all celebrating the
Fifth in various parts of the town, all with
their own processions, traditions, costumes,
fire sites and fireworks; these are: Cliffe,
Lewes Borough, Commercial Square, South
Street, Waterloo and Southover. There is
also, a seventh society, the Nevill Juvenile
Society, which has their celebrations two
weeks earlier.
This year, 5th November fell on a
Saturday and the celebrations thus attracted
huge crowds, bolstered by the presence
of the London Scottish Ps&Ds (all be it in
an un-official and civvie-kilted capacity),
who were guests of the Waterloo Bonfire
Society’s very own Pipes and Drums,
within who’s pipe corps lurk two London
Jocks, Haydn Cottam and Iain Barratt, both
Lewes residents. This invitation swelled the
ranks of the Waterloo Band and made for
a memorable evening of marching, playing,
libation and song.
The contained anarchy and health
and safety nightmare that is ‘Bonfire’, is
regarded by locals as a fundamental right
of freedom and reclamation. A night where
the townsfolk own the streets and do pretty
much what they like, dressed as anyone
they please, and sending up and burning
any public figure they want to ridicule. The
various Bonfire Societies began to be formed
after the 1840s when some semblance of
organisation was introduced to the marches
and fire lighting. This came after the Riot
Act was read to a baying mob, disguised as
smugglers and highwaymen, who dragged
Magistrates and Tax Collectors from their
homes for a bit of rough treatment. A
large contingent of law enforcement was
deployed, and eventually a compromise

The Pipes and Drums play their set to entertain the Hallowe’en diners.

The off-duty Ps&Ds swell the ranks of the Waterloo Bonfire Society Pipe Band.
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was reached, whereby the Societies would
have a marching route through the town
and a specific fire sight, which is where the
firework displays compete with one another
for the most spectacular pyrotechnics
imaginable. All this is paid for by the
societies fund-raising efforts throughout
the preceding year; these people are driven!
The London Scottish entered into the
spirit of the event with gusto, and were
cheered through the smoke, bangers and
firecrackers, which occasionally beat the
decibel count of even the combined drum
corps. The evening begun with sausages,
whiskey and beer, followed by marching
and more beer, more marching and chips
and beer and then some more marching,
which finished at the Lewes Arms, for beer,
jigs and reels and drinking songs. The
female contingent of the Waterloo Band
was quite taken with LS Tenor Drummer
Taf Garikayi, due not only to his natural
charm and youthful good looks, but also his
expert flourishing and twirling of the beater.
D/M Nobby enjoyed the burning of an
effigy of the Pope, and was only very slightly
disappointed that it was the one from the
Reformation. Iain Barrett was relieved that
his spats didn’t catch fire, as in previous
years, and Euan McCorquodale delighted
pub-goers with 36 verses of a song delivered
at the speed of a Texan Cattle auction. Thus
concluded another surreal band night
where the Ps&Ds lit the blue touch paper,
stood back, played up and Struck Sure!
ARMISTICE DAY
On Friday 11th November 2016, the
Ps&Ds mustered in King Charles Street in
Whitehall to provide support to the Western
Front Association at their annual parade
to the Cenotaph. This is, without doubt,
about the most reflective and meaningful
engagement in the Band’s calendar,
commemorating, as it does, the ultimate
sacrifice of service men and women during
the Great War, WWII and in every armed
conflict since.
The service was sobering in its simplicity,
and the Royal Marine Bugler signified
a sombre silence; the quietness almost
echoing around the still streets of Whitehall.
The Pipe Major then played ‘Flowers of
the Forest’ which hauntingly reverberated
against the quiet governmental buildings.
Following a eulogy from the padre, there
was a moving delivery of a tribute to his
men, killed in action, from an officer
published in The Times of 11th November
1916, read beautifully by Cerys Matthews,
and the famous poem ‘My Boy Jack’ by
Rudyard Kipling (1865 - 1936) was read.
This haunting work was written by Kipling
following the death of his son John, known

as Jack, a Lieutenant in the 2nd Battalion
Irish Guards, in September 1915 at the
Battle of Loos. However, 2016 being the
centenary of the Battle of the Somme, I
thought that it would be appropriate to
reproduce here another of Kipling’s poems,
which poignantly evokes the foreboding
of a soldier waiting to go into battle and
anticipating his fate.
Gethsemane
1914 - 1918
The Garden called Gethsemane
In Picardy it was,
And there the people came to see
The English soldiers pass.
We used to pass - we used to pass
Or halt, as it might be,
And ship our masks in case of gas
Beyond Gethsemane.
The Garden called Gethsemane,
It held a pretty lass,
But all the time she talked to me
I prayed my cup might pass.
The officer sat on the chair,
The men lay on the grass,
And all the time we halted there
I prayed my cup might pass.
It didn’t pass - it didn’t pass It didn’t pass from me.
I drank it when we met the gas
Beyond Gethsemane!
Joseph Rudyard Kipling
(1865 - 1936)
It always a pleasure and a privilege to
participate in this parade. Standing to
attention by the Cenotaph at 11.00am
on the 11th of the 11th, in the Full Dress
Uniform of the Ps&Ds of The London
Scottish - identical to that which has been
worn for over 150 years, and in which our
forebears marched into battle in 1914 - is a
real honour, and the significance and sense
of occasion is incredibly moving.
LORD MAYOR’S PARADE
The day after Armistice, on Saturday 12th
November 2016, the majority of the Ps&Ds
gathered, at very early o’clock, at 95 to make
ready for leading The London Regiment
in the Lord Mayor’s Parade. This year,
alongside our colleagues from The London
Irish Regiment, we were joined by our good
friends from Tayforth Universities Officers’
Training Corps.
Tayforth UOTC is formed of three subunits: A (The Senior) Squadron, which
draws its members from the University
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of St Andrews, B Squadron, which draws
its members from the Universities of
Dundee and Abertay, and C Company,
which draws its members from Stirling
University. Tayforth UOTC is descended
from a Militia formed from the time of
Charles II and the Jacobite rebellions of
1715 and 1745. In 1859, a committee was
formed in St Andrews to form a volunteer
corps of both rifle and artillery, which was
carried unanimously at a town meeting
on 5th December 1859, and subsequently
3rd (St Andrews) Fife Artillery Volunteers
was formed, making Tayforth ever-soslightly younger than The London Scottish
Regiment!
Despite the obligatory hanging around (or
the military equivalent of “standing easy”), a
rather wet Parade passed off well enough,
and it was great to see so many people lining
the streets on a rainy Saturday for the 801st
show inaugurating the 689th Lord Mayor of
London. However, after an arduous march,
the combined Ps&Ds were glad to return to
95 to bandage blistered feet and to sharpen
up our kit for Church Parade the following
day. Once ‘personal admin’ had been taken
care of, we all retired to the Queen Elizabeth
Bar for a welcome supper of curry and all
the trimmings, a huge platter of cheese, a
few bevvies, and the customary singing and
rather silly games. Everyone entered into
the spirit of the evening, and an impromptu
bout of country dancing belied the aching
limbs, and caused much amusement and
entertainment.
The London Scottish Ps&Ds have
developed excellent relationships with
all the UOTCs in Scotland over the past
few years, and have combined forces at a
number of military, ceremonial and public
events, both in the UK and abroad. This
has led to a steady recruitment of very
able Pipers and Drummers into the Band,
as UOTC Bandsmen graduate university
and seek employment, or higher degrees,
in London. The standard of musicianship,
dress and deportment of the UOTCs is
extremely high and it is always a pleasure to
welcome them to 95.
We are extremely grateful to Lieutenant
Colonel Gregor Lindsay, Commanding
Officer of Tayforth UOTC, for his kind
permission for their Ps&Ds to join us for
the Lord Mayor’s Show and Church Parade,
and to the Tayforth UOTC D/M, Nick
Beveridge, and P/M, Ben Flack, for their
contribution to the success of the weekend.
We also record our sincere thanks to the
London Scottish Regimental Trust, which
provided a most welcome grant of £250 to
enable us to provide catering to the Tayforth
Ps&DS during their stay.

Nick Beveridge, Drum Major Tayforth
UOTC, and Nick Gair, Bass Drummer
London Scottish, get stuck in to
cookhouse duties after a welcome curry
following the Lord Mayor’s Parade.

The Pipes and Drums march to The Cenotaph on Armistice day.

The joint LS/Tayforth Pipes & Drums, forty strong and four abreast, lead The London Scottish on Church Parade 2016.
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CHURCH PARADE
After a very sociable and entertaining
evening, the final day of out three-day
‘parade-athon’ dawned in an ever so slightly
musty drill hall; you just can’t beat the smell
of boot polish, spat whitener, festering
brogues and the dregs of the previous night’s
booze! However, after the “sparrows” start
the day before, breakfast in the QE Bar at
08.30hrs was reasonably civilised, allowing
plenty of time to finish smartening up kit
before watching the television coverage of
the Remembrance Sunday wreath laying
at the Cenotaph; the prominent featuring
of our own Regimental Association on the
tv getting much whooping and a’hollering
from all at HQ. However, 13.00hrs was
soon upon us, and a joint Ps&Ds, forty
strong, arranged themselves for the annual
photo - and traditional wee dram - with our
Colonel.
Church Parade is always a great
opportunity to catch up with old friends and
colleagues, and it was good to see erstwhile
Drummer and aspirant Piper Jamie
Wilson, who had the slightly surreal ‘out
of body experience’ of marching alongside
his uniform, which had been divvied out
amongst some of the newer members of the
Band, although we have no idea where all
his coat-hangers went!! However, Jamie did
sterling work with his camera (both movies
and still) for which your author is extremely
grateful.
Of course, Church Parade is special to
The London Scottish for so many reasons;
the tradition, the remembrance, the
solidarity, the camaraderie of comrades,
the gathering of the Regimental ‘family’, the
pride in marching through the streets of the
City of Westminster. But, for many of us in
the Band, the highlight is the last leg of the
return march where, in the deepening dusk
of a Sunday sunset, we reach Horseferry
Road and, as we approach 95, the Ps&Ds
strike up ‘The Black Bear’. Over the last
hundred yards, tired legs and aching feet
give way to a spring in our step, shoulders
go back, chests out and our dressing
and playing get sharper. The customary
hollering from the Serving Company
marching behind both reminds us why
we are there and shows their appreciation
of our efforts. It really is a most powerful
and memorable experience, and - year on
year - makes us all proud to be leading our
Regiment on parade, as we have done for
over 150 years.
The Black Bear is reputedly the quickest
march tune in the British Army, and is
traditionally played when marching off
parade by Scottish Regiments returning
to barracks after a route march or a day’s

manoeuvres; the tune is played fast and
soldiers march along even faster as they
head for home. However, there is some
debate as to the meaning of the title of the
tune. Some say that it was originally ‘The
Black Baird’, as in the Gaelic ‘bard’. Others
have translated this as the Scots for ‘beard’
because, during Victorian times, many
soldiers would be bearded themselves as,
in many Highland Regiments, full beards
were not only tolerated, but encouraged;
indeed, some (like the The Queen’s Own
Cameron Highlanders) even paid a small
stipend for those who grew a beard.
Another suggestion is that the eponymous
“black bear” refers to the bearskin headdress
used by some British Army regiments for
ceremonial duties, but as this is primarily
the Brigade of Guards, this explanation
seems unlikely. However, during the French
and Indian Wars, the Black Watch wore a
bearskin strip on their bonnets as both a
battle honour and badge of service in North
America, and it is thought that the name of
the tune originated from that practice.
However, there is one other possibility,
which would certainly have more resonance
with the Ps&Ds of The London Scottish.
The Scots word for barley is “bere” and,
in 18th and 19th century documents, it
is sometimes spelt “bear” (pronounced
“beer”). An old popular variety of this
grain had black beads on the heads and
was known as “the black bere”. There seems
little doubt that the word “beer”, meaning
ale, comes from “bere” meaning barley, and
perhaps, therefore, the tune should be called
‘The Black Beer’! This explanation certainly
fits the playing of the tune at the very end
of a march, and the quickening of pace
towards barracks in anticipation of much
needed liquid refreshment!
Just to show that these ramblings
have some semblance of relevance to the
Regimental Gazette, my regular reader,
and most London Scots, will know that, in
the famous 1962 movie ‘The Longest Day’,
starring John Wayne, Robert Mitchum,
Henry Fonda et al, the part of Bill Millin,
Lord Lovat’s Piper, was played by The
London Scottish Pipe Major Leslie de
Laspee, who was the first Piper to HM
Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother. What
you might not have spotted is that, in the
scene where Lord Lovat (Brigadier Simon
Christopher Joseph Fraser, 15th Lord Lovat
and 4th Baron Lovat, DSO, MC, TD, JP, DL)
meets the Mayor of Colleville, the Brigadier
instructs his Piper to play ‘Blue Bonnets’,
but P/M de Laspee actually plays ‘The Black
Bear’! As you can see, these ‘Band Notes’
aren’t just thrown together; they’re the result
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of months of careful research!!
WINTER WARMER
On Saturday 19th November 2016, the
Ps&Ds hosted a social event at 95 under the
banner of a ‘Winter Warmer’, when over 170
guests packed the Drill Hall for an evening
of music, song and dancing. Following a
welcome glass of Kir Royale on arrival, the
event was compared impeccably by our
very own Isla St Clair, who also sang a few
enchanting songs and generally kept things
moving along apace; she even presided over
the raffle which is surely above and beyond
the call of duty!
The Drill Hall bar was open all evening,
and the George Buchannan Highland
Minstrels provided ceilidh music for some
free-form country dancing ... much of it
more organised chaos than ‘Strictly’, as it
appeared to follow a rather random logic
style of presentation, although it was all great
fun! A superb curry buffet was provided
during festivities in the QE Bar, served up
with great gusto by Drummer Alex Cooper,
ably assisted by Drummer Jamie Wilson, in
a scene reminiscent of the Swedish Chef in
The Muppets! To keep activity flowing, ‘The
Kaveman’ DJ belted out all those old disco
classics, which soon had a few kilts twirling
on the dance floor; some Bandsmen are just
natural exhibitionists!!
Music, food, drink and dancing … what’s
not to like? It was also a great opportunity
to see many old friends, and a chance for
partners and guests to share in the unique
family atmosphere of The Scottish’! The
evening was universally adjudged to be a
great success, and there are plans afoot to

The Pipes & Drums, with a lone-piper
high on the balcony, formally open the
2016 Winter Warmer.

The Ps&Ds of Tayforth UOTC join the Ps&Ds of The London Scottish for the traditional photo with the Regimental Colonel and
OC, prior to stepping off on Church Parade.
repeat the event next year. We are extremely
grateful to Isla for such a great job, and our
sincere thanks to Nobby and Liz Foulis, and
the rest of Clan Foulis, for all their hard
work in putting everything together!
CLOSER LIAISON WITH THE
SCOTS GUARDS
Over the past few years, the Ps&Ds have
built an excellent working relationship
with our counterparts in the Scots Guards.
Numerous joint appearances at Beating
Retreat on Horse Guards have cemented
these links, of which we are extremely
proud, and this has borne fruit in that The
London Scottish Ps&Ds have recently been
requested to provide musical support for
a few high-profile Household Division
events.
For example, in September 2016, the
Director of Music Scots Guards requested
three London Scottish Pipers to support
their military band at an important charity
reception and dinner in Windsor Castle. A
trio of pipers were duly despatched from
95, who acquitted themselves well and
subsequently received glowing praise from
all those connected to the event.
Similarly, The London Scottish have been
invited to provide two pipers to participate
in this year’s Household Division ‘Scarlet
and Gold’ winter concert. This will be held
at the Cadogan Hall on Friday 25th and

P/M Jim McLucas receives a plaque presented by the Tayforth UOTC to add to the
existing collection adorning the walls of the Queen Elizabeth Bar.
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Saturday 26th November 2016. This year,
Scarlet and Gold will pay a special tribute
to mark the centenary of the Battle of the
Somme, and music will include excerpts
from ‘Things to come’ by Sir Arthur Bliss
(who himself fought at the Somme) on this,
the 125th anniversary of his birth. Tickets
start from £20, and further information can
be found at:

at Church Parade. At the invitation of the
Regimental Colonel, Hamish joined the joint
Ps&Ds for the return leg, playing alongside
his brother Callum. As far as we know, this
is the first time that a commissioned Royal
Navy Officer has paraded with the Band,
and we can only guess what onlookers
thought!

www.householddivision.org.uk/scarletand-gold
THE PUBLIC FACE OF THE
LONDON SCOTTISH
As well as supporting the operational
capability of the regular Army and the
Household Division, The London Scottish
also has an important role in supporting the
ceremonial functions in the Capital through
the Ps&Ds which, to a large extent, are the
‘public face’ of The London Scottish, The
London Regiment and the Army Reserve
in London. To this end, it is worth noting
that recent engagements have gained
considerable national press coverage and
publicity.
The Armistice Day Service at the
Cenotaph was covered by the national ITV
lunchtime news, and prominently featured
the Ps&Ds leading the parade. This can be
seen at:
h t t p : / / w w w. i t v. c o m / n e w s /
story/2016-11-11/armistice-day-twominute-silence-held-acrss-country
As usual, the Lord Mayor’s Show was
covered live on national television by the
BBC, which gave good air-time to the
Ps&Ds. See (from 37.36mins to 39.09mins):

London Scottish Pipers Stuart Nicholson, Calum Galleitch and Callum Young
support the Military Band of the Scots Guards at Windsor Castle.
ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
This is the first instalment of a new
section in the ‘Band Notes’, which aims to
reminisce on the activities of the Ps&Ds in
former times, and I am most grateful to Pat
King for getting the ball rolling.
In 1974, the Ps&Ds helped The London
Scottish Recruiting Team, as part of 51
Highland Volunteers, at a Festival in Kent.
Some of the Band were also in the AntiTank Platoon which, in those days, was
equipped with the Mobat Anti-Tank Gun;
you can see the barrel to the right of the
photo below.

Any other contributions for this section
of the ‘Band Notes’ from former Bandsmen
would be very gratefully received at:
t3npg@aol.com
COURT & SOCIAL
Welcome, and welcome back …
It is a pleasure to record a warm welcome
to Piper Nathan Kwan who, in a baptism of
fire, has undertaken his first engagements
in Hodden Grey over the Lord Mayor’s/
Church Parade weekend; we have assured
him that not all band jobs are like that!
Also, it was great to see Piper Hamish
Young, now Sub-Lieutenant Young, RN

w w w. b b c . c o. u k / i p l a y e r e p i s o d e /
b082sb28/the-lord-mayors-show-2016

The ‘Young Brothers’, Hamish and Callum about to leave St Columba’s for the return
leg of Church Parade.
“Before” …

“… and after!”

A video of the joint Ps&Ds marching
through Victoria playing ‘Bonnie Dundee’,
uploaded to FaceBook, has - at the time of
writing - been viewed over 6,000 times and
rising; not quite an internet sensation, but
we’re getting there! It can be seen at:
https://www.facebook.com/stulew99/
posts/10202181157445743
The Ps&Ds are extremely proud to
be such prominent ambassadors for the
Regiment, and as can be seen from the
narrative above, the band is in very good
shape at present, with very competent
and committed pipers and drummers,
producing a sound and presence which is
the envy of other many other Pipe Bands,
both military and civilian!

GET WELL SOON!
Following a dramatic bicycling accident,
Piper Hadyn Cottam has recently
undergone reconstructive surgery to a
shattered shoulder bone, as can be seen
from the accompanying two photos.
Needless to say, Hadyn has been the
butt of much good-natured banter, but we
sincerely wish him well for a full and speedy
recovery. If only the rather impressive
steelwork had been inserted into Piper
Cottam’s other shoulder, he could have had
a strong magnet attached to the bass drone
of his bagpipes to keep them firmly in place
whilst on the march!

Members of the 1974 Pipes & Drums (left to right) are: Drummer Eric Newton
(driver), Drummer Pat King (with pipe), Pipe Sgt John Spoore, Drummer
Ron McGeary, Drummer Charles Redmen. In the distance leaning forward, is
Drummer Tommy Muir.
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AND FINALLY ….
In what, apart from the saga of Piper
Stuart Hume’s cape, must be the longestrunning gag in the Ps&D’s 155-year history,
much of Band Practice on Thursday
29th September 2016 was spent hopping
around the Drill Hall, shoeless and with
trousers rolled up, in the futile exercise of
measuring us all (yet again) for the elusive
new ‘Royal Regiment of Scotland pattern’
spats. Displaying a touching faith in human
nature, the majority of us conceded to the
P/M’s request to take part in this elaborate
party game, and light-heartedly nodded in
agreement to his pleading assurances that
the new spats would be “here any day” so
one can only assume that new spats are the
Brigadoon of highland uniform …. they are
only ever seen once every hundred years!

The P/M, ably assisted by Pipers Cottam and Nicholson, induct new Bandsmen
Drummer Taf Garikayi, Piper William Arundell, Piper Nathan Kwan and Piper
Ranald Gibson into the five-yearly ritual of measuring for non-existent spats!
So, watch this space for any updates, but I
suggest that you don’t hold your breath until
the year 2116!!!
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
As always, these ‘Band Notes’ rely on
the input of many others whose additional
contributions and photographs do so much
to enhance the text, and I would like to thank
ex-Drummer Pat King, D/M Nobby Foulis,

P/M Jim McLucas, Piper Stuart Nicholson,
Piper Ed Robson, Piper Hadyn Cottam,
Piper Nathan Kwan, Drummer David Lowe
and Aspirant Piper Jamie Wilson, who have
all contributed immeasurably towards this
edition. So, until next time, and a Merry
Christmas to all!
Bass Drummer Nicholas P Gair
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IN THE NEWS...

You wait ages for a London Scotish CO and then four come at once!!

Lt-Col David Carter (CO Cambridge OTC), Lt-Col Rupert Clements (CO Designate Bristol OTC), Lt-Col Rolf Kurth (CO No5 Column, 77
Bde), Lt-Col Geoffrey Strickland (CO Designate The London Regiment).

Major Alistair Wood, Clerk to the Trustees, presenting Eric Bee with a cheque for his Hallowe’en ticket, kindly donated by Mr Fred Rutledge,
member of the Regimental Association.

Congratulaions to Captain Barklem who was recently married. Officers and Pipe Major in attendance.

The Colonel with Jan Brett who once again laid on marvellous refreshments at Church Parade, who was presented with a Regimental gold
brooch.
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Eric Bee attended the Scottish
National Remembrance Service in
Edinburgh wearing his LS Glengarry,
Regimental tie and blazer badge. and
afterwards laid a Regimental Wreath
with the inscription:
‘Remembering always the sacrifice
in the Great War by each of the 1542
London Scottish men’.
Eric had taken the trouble to count
the names on the WW1 War Memorial,
being 1542.
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ASSOCIATION NOTES
The principal Association event
since the last gazette was our, now
annual, battlefield tour.
In keeping with the Regimental
Association
intention
of
commemorating
the
centenary
anniversaries of our major engagements
in the Great War, commencing with
our pilgrimages to Messines in 2014
and Loos in 2015, our 2016 trip would
commemorate the centenary of the
Battle of the Somme and in particular
the action of the 1st Bn London
Scottish Regiment in the area around
Gommecourt and through to the end of
the battle.
Thus 46 members and guests set out
from Horseferry Road on Thursday
22nd September. After last year’s
delays, a trouble free and very pleasant
ferry crossing was most welcome. Our
timings allowed us to hear something
en route of the role of 2nd Bn London
Scottish, 60th (London) Division on
the Western Front in 1916.
Once again our guide was the
excellent Lt. Col Peter McLelland
whose first call was to take us to the
Mareouil British Military Cemetery
containing the graves of several 2nd Bn
London Scots. One such was Private
Julius Murray Scott, the great uncle of
one of our party, Penny Fee. Standing
next to his grave Penny’s husband Brian
read an extract from our official history
describing the night raid on German
trenches in which he died, aged 35, on
30th September 1916, almost 100 years
to the day.
Despite our losses the raiding
party was considered a success. With
blackened faces and wearing football
jerseys the Jocks killed several Germans
and took 3 prisoners, thus achieving
their objectives. We also visited the
grave of Sgt George Frederick Airlie
Jilbert who was killed on the same raid,
his action been recognized with the
award of the DCM (as described in the
last newsletter).
An early start on Friday 23rd took us
off to trace the action of 1st Bn London
Scottish on 1st July 1916 and to the
first of our wreath-laying ceremonies
at Hebuterne Military cemetery. Peter

used the cemetery, with its commanding
views of the battlefield, to give a very
detailed account of the battle.
I provided an account of our action
in the last gazette but as a reminder
the London Scottish, then 1st / 14th
Bn London Regiment and part of the
56th (London) Division, suffered 70%
casualties after gallantly advancing
across no man’s land to take our
objectives before being cut off and
decimated by German bombardments
and counter attacks.
Following Peter’s explanation we
then formed up for our wreath laying
ceremony, made all the more poignant
by Isla St. Clair singing Flowers of
the Forest before Andy Parsons took
over with the more familiar pipe
version. A very pleasant lunch was
taken in the gardens of the British
owned ‘Ocean Villas’ café named
after the British term for the village
of Auchonvillers. Refreshed we then
visited Newfoundland Memorial Park,
Beaumont Hamel where our own
‘Newfie’ Andy Parsons described the
heroic though ultimately tragic actions
of the Newfoundland Regiment on the

first day of the Somme.
Then the short walk through the
preserved battlefield to the impressive
51st Highland Division Memorial
where Ian (Yogi) Burnett lay a wreath
on behalf of The Gordon Highlanders
Regimental Association and Bob
Harman read the Gordons Regimental
Collect. We then returned to Arras
with time for an evening meal in one
of the many excellent restaurants in the
historic town square before returning
to our hotel for a well attended
Association ‘smoker’ with renditions of
many of the old favourites.
Saturday was devoted to visiting
the wider Somme Battlefield taking in
the village of Serre, La Boiselle Mine
Crater, Fricourt German Cemetery
and the Gordon Cemetery at Mametz
containing 97 graves of Gordon
Highlanders. Bob and Yogi again laid
a Gordon Highlanders wreath and
recited the Regimental Collect. We
then visited the London Cemetery
containing 47th (2nd London) Division
graves. Following lunch at Le Tommy
Café at Pozieres we moved on to visit
The Ulster Tower before arriving at

There was a large attendance from the Association at Hallow’en.
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The old and bold wait for their Haggis drinks in hand!!
our final destination, the imposing
Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of
the Somme bearing the names of 72,246
British Empire servicemen who died in
the Battles of the Somme and have no
known grave.
Upon arrival in the expansive
grounds we decided to form up in
column and march to the memorial.
With pipes playing, standard flying
and kilts swaying we presented quite a
sight, providing an unexpected photo
opportunity for the many visitors there.
We then formed up for our wreath
laying ceremony in the adjacent British
Military Cemetery, containing several
London Scottish graves. Private Jonny
Lister of the serving company laid our
wreath with his compatriot Private Tom
Cook reciting the exhortation. Former
Cpl Dan Holborough (now Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards) read the Regimental
Collect. Completing our serving
company contingent Cpl Andy Parsons
played the lament and rouse.
Our resident Francophile, Gary
Anderson,
then
completed
our
service with a stirring rendition of the
Marseiilaise on the pipes. We then had
some time to study the memorial and
pick out the names on our panel before

heading back.
On Sunday morning after check
out and drawing ‘haversack rations’
we set off for The Piper’s Memorial at
Longueval, Delville Wood Cemetery
and Guillemont Road Cemetery before
picking up on the further actions of the
1st Bn towards the end of the Somme
campaign. Having suffered so heavily
at Gommecourt the battalion had
been re-built by reinforcements before
returning to the front line.
On 25th September 1916 they were
the lead Bn as the 56th (London)
Division drove the Germans out and
took the strategic town of Combles.
Peter, having concluded his account
of our actions, then took us for a
final act of remembrance at Combles
Community Cemetery Extension. We
thus laid our wreath in memory of our
gallant forebears 100 years to the day of
their successful action. Strike Sure.
The remainder of the afternoon
was used by Peter to trace the final
involvement of the 1st Bn London
Scottish on the Somme at Lesboeufs and
for the run back to Calais. An excellent
trip in every respect, including lovely
weather, as confirmed by the many
complimentary e-mails I have since

received. My thanks as always to Peter
McLelland whose painstaking research
makes for a most informative trip.
The first Tuesday in October
witnessed the inaugural London
Scottish quiz held in the Queen
Elizabeth II room. A very enjoyable
evening with teams comprising
Association members and serving coy
helping cement the bond within the
Regimental family. Many thanks to Sgt
Ola Olayegan for making it happen. It
is intended to continue on a quarterly
basis.
Due to an aging and dwindling
membership the Federation of London
Old Comrades Associations earlier
this year, with some regret, we took
the decision to no longer march on the
Lord Mayor’s Show. However to ensure
a continuing presence the Chairman
negotiated for members to ride shotgun
on an army truck. We were represented
by Alex McBride who could be seen
waving during the BBC’s coverage.
Talking of BBC coverage we were
given considerable close up exposure the
following day. Sunday 13th November
was Remembrance Sunday and for the
3rd consecutive year we took our place
as a Regimental Association on the
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Isla St Clair singing Flowers of the Forest at our wreath laying ceremony at Gommecourt British Cemetery No.2, Hebuterne.
Regimental wreath in the background. Tony Rawlins with the Association standard.

Wreath laying party at Thiepval British and French military cemetary. L-R Piper Gary Anderson, Cpl Dan Holborough,
Standard Bearer Tony Rawlins, Pte Jonny Lister, Pte Tom Cook, Cpl Andy Parsons.

Our guide, Lt. Col Peter McLelland OBE, at Combles British Military Cemetery.

The Regimental Association proudly march behind the Serving Company at Church Parade.
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Cenotaph Parade. An immaculately
observed silence was heralded by Big
Ben striking 11 and ended by the guns
firing in St James Park. As we marched
towards the Cenotaph, with a full sun
in our eyes, a cameraman suddenly
appeared in front of me and enquired
if we were the ‘London Scottish’. Being
so assured he then began filming us as
we continued to march towards him. A
sight watched by millions around the
country who heard David Dimbleby
inform the nation ‘The London
Scottish
Regimental
Association,
Territorial infantry, the first Territorial
infantry battalion to see action in the
first world war, on Messines Ridge on
October 31st 1914, by the following day
over half the battalion was either killed,
missing or wounded’. As we passed the
Cenotaph Steve Broomfield handed
over our wreath to be laid amongst
the 100s of others. We then continued
into Parliament Square and back to
Horseguards where HRH The Prince
of Wales took the salute. An excellent
mornings work, bringing the proud

name of the Regiment into everyone’s
front room, as evident from many
London Jocks emailing and texting
me from their homes with the news. A
big thank you to all who turned out to
represent us.
That afternoon we again joined with
the Regimental Family for Church
Parade. 30 members of the Association,
including many who had earlier
marched at the Cenotaph, took their
place behind the serving company
and in front of a very impressive array
of cadets. Back at 95 all assembled
witnessed the Regimental Colonel
present Jan Brett with a gold Regimental
brooch in recognition of her providing
the customary tea for the past 16 years.
On behalf of a very grateful Regimental
Association a big thank you Jan, you
will be a hard act to follow.
By the time this gazette reaches
you we will probably be in the New
Year. I trust you had a good one. The
2017 Battlefield tour is now booked
for 22nd – 25th September 2017 and
will commemorate the actions of the

1st Bn London Scottish in 1917, from
Arras to Cambrai. The cost of the
trip, based on sharing a room, will be
£300. Full details will be circulated by
e-mail and on the canteen notice board.
These trips have proved very popular in
recent years so if interested names to
me soonest please. A deposit of £100 is
required to secure a place.
Meanwhile I welcome the following
new members: Jeff Charlton, Alan
Collingham, Tafadzwa Garikayi, Paula
Morzyk, Gary O’Connor, Bryan Speak,
Jai Taylor.
Strike Sure
Yours aye
Steve
Stephen Lovelock
Chairman – London Scottish
Regimental Association
sdlovelock@googlemail.com

Ian Smith (photographed with Brian Welsh) is the son of WO1 GM Smith, RSM 1st Bn London Scottish at the outbreak of
the Great War who was wounded at both Messines and The Somme yet survived the war. Ian can be seen proudly sporting
his fathers medals, before the march past the Cenotaph.

MUSEUM AND LIBRARY NOTES

Video Grab: The Regimental Association marching on the Cenotaph Parade, as viewed through millions of TV sets.
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Five thanks; One enormous sized
thanks and one request.
First; thanks to John Wren who
volunteered and spent two days at
HFR updating the card file for the last
two years worth of Gazettes. A very
necessary chore.
Thanks to: Geoff Dickman for 9
volumes of general military interest:
To Eric Bee for six books of general
military history; To John Roll-Pickering
for half a dozen Scottish military
biographies and autobiographies and
memoirs and to Pte. Tom Carr for two

very nice coffee table books on First
World Cartography.
An enormous thanks to old comrade
“Tug” Wilson who donated in excess of
400 hard covered books and paperbacks
almost entirely about military history
and military subjects. It is an incredible
collection and I look forward to digging
into several of the titles I have not yet
read. Thanks also is due to Bob Harman
who transported all 400 books in three
separate lifts to HFR is the back of his
car.
A Request: Help. We have a great

resource and now many more books in
the library. Currently no one looks after
it so we would appreciate some help in
sorting, cataloging and labelling the
new books. Contrary to popular belief
I do not “run” the library – I merely use
it like everyone else. I have my hands
full with the archive and the museum.
Apply via the Regt. Office if you are
keen to realise the librarian within you.
Andy Parsons
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was the first time that the unit had hosted
an event like this at RHQ and we hope
that it will not be the last time. The ability
to get the parents and family in to see
the achievements of the cadets is a great
way to build up parental family support
but also open up the Regiment and our
history and support to the cadets and
parents.

LONDON SCOTTISH CADETS
235 Westminster Cadet Det
Firstly I would like to say well done
and a much deserved promotion to
Colour Sergeant (SSI) for CSgt Bryan
Speak. Bryan has been in the unit as a
cadet and then after a break to set up
a family and start his own business he
came back as an instructor.
Despite a move to Buckinghamshire
and recently becoming a Retained
Fireman on top of running his own
Security Firm Bryan is still a very
dedicated and committed instructor for
the unit, parading at least once a week
as well as being our Company’s Sports
Officer. This is a well deserved promotion.
Also my congratulations to PI Jai Taylor
on completion of her Adult Introductory
Training Cadre (AITC). As PI Taylor
had mentioned in her article on the last
Gazette the work and commitment that is
required for a new instructor into the ACF
is hard and the main milestone for the first
part of the training is the AITC. PI Taylor
has now completed this and will shortly be
promoted to Sergeant Instructor (SI).
It has not only been staff who have
been awarded for their leadership,
dedication and development recently as
I am also pleased to announce a double
congratulations to LCpl W Islam on not
only his promotion (and well deserved
it is) but also on his passing with a high
score of the Junior Cadet Instructors
Cadre (JCIC). He will be following in the
footsteps of strong cadet JNCO in 235 as
both his brothers also have in the past
achieved great things in the unit.
And it is with this in mind that we come
to his older Brother CSM S Islam. CSM
Islam has now had to move on from the
unit due to hitting the upper age limit
which was a massive loss for the unit.
CSM Islam joined the unit in 2011 and
in his time he has been one of the most
dedicated cadets we have ever had. He
has shown true dedication to the Unit,
Coy and Sector, always dependable and
with good Senior Cadet Leadership Cadre
(SCIC) grades and completed 4 Star and
Master cadet at a young age.
He has worked on this through Cadet
Leadership Course (CLC) and his Master
Cadet course with fantastic results. He
has attended the Leopard’s Leap Germany
Exchange as well as countless camps and

CSgt B Speak
235 2 IC
October training weekend
As the year starts to draw to a close, I
find myself reflecting upon my time since
joining 235 Westminster London Scottish
Cadets. Our most measurable success has
been our ranks tripling in number in just
a few short months but just as indicative
has been our training weekend back in
October.
Joining some other units from our ACF
company, 235 London Scottish departed
for St. Martin’s Plain to introduce
our junior members to fieldcraft and
navigation. Due to the new influx of
cadets in the unit we found ourselves in
a perfect position to focus on the type of
training that its not easy to do in the unit.
Our training programme went
off without a hitch and our cadets
enjoyed their training which included
Personal Camouflage and Concealment,
introduction to the two man shelters,
Stalking, Land Features and Navigation
Aids, Judging Distances and an
Introduction to Night Movement and
Observation. This builds in perfectly with
the units plans over the coming training
year.
With Cadet LCpl. Islam at this
time preparing for JCIC there was an
opportunity for him to lead some of the
training. This was, I am sure invaluable
when he came to JCIC a week later (and
passed with flying colors). Our junior
cadets soaked up all the training we had to

Feildcraft training.

Presentation evening at RHQ.

training events most recently as DS and
he has shown a real drive to stand out
and make the decisions that are required.
Outside of the training side of the unit
he has also been at the forefront of the
recruiting drive personally setting up with
unit staff support recruiting assemblies
at Pimlico Academy, speaking to a year
group at a time which has really opened
up the units access to the school and
brought in new recruits. This has also been
praised by the school for the eloquence
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235 Cadets at Westminster Abbey.

offer and gave Capt. Ronner, CSgt. Speak
and I plenty of time to prepare our training
elements to ensure it was top notch. What
was great to see was the cadets absorb the
information and really put the effort in
to apply it in practice. The stalking was
the best example of this as cadets worked
really hard on their personal camouflage
and concealment.
Cadets also took part in a navigation
exercise in Dungeness to assess their map
reading capabilities having been trained
in the theory in the weeks previous back
at our Detachment HQ. All excelled
with admirable determination and great
enthusiasm. LCpl. Islam practically ran
his route.
For me, what was most exciting was
giving this group of kids the opportunities
we often take for granted. One moment
of great excitement for one of our girls

was when she saw the sea with her own
eyes for the first time in her life aged 12.
Something as simple as that caused such
delight and the feeling of privilege of
being a part of that is something I hope
never to lose.
Sgt B Wardlaw
235 Det
Helping cadets understand the
importance of Remembering
It’s at this time of year when members
of the Armed Forces and the wider
community find themselves reflecting on
the past. In this time of remembrance,
we look back at the valiant sacrifices of
our ancestors. But we also look back with
triumph as we remember the day the
Allied forces secured victory against the
Germans on 11th November 1918.

and enthusiasm that he showed in the
presentations.
Captain Steven Ronner
Detachment Commander
Presentation, Parent and Enrollment
Evening
The unit would like to offer our thanks
to the Regiment for the support which it
showed us during the recent presentation,
parent and enrollment evening at 95. It

Navigation exercise.
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It is always an aspiration of mine to
make sure I am doing my best to make
memories for my cadets when I train
them, both through the community
engagement, battlefield study trips and
military knowledge the history and
understanding given to the cadets as part
of their training. So in poignant times
when we find ourselves looking back at

yesteryear, we also ensure that the cadets
remember the importance of the history
we share. Without the brave men and
women who fought in the First World
War and all wars and conflicts since, those
memories may never have been made
were it not for their great courage and
ultimate sacrifice.
It is with this in mind that this year once

again the unit will not only be taking part
in the Church Parade with the rest of the
Regiment but we have been lucky enough
for 4 cadets and the DC had been invited
by the Lord Mayor of Westminster as their
personal guest to attend the Service of
Remembrance at Westminster Abbey.
Sgt B Wardlaw - 235 Det

145 Croydon Detachment
Since the last edition, 145 Detachment
have been on their Annual Camp, held
at St Martins Plain in Kent.
This year’s camp saw the culmination
of the year’s syllabus training being put
to test with a fieldcraft exercise for all
the star levels, which proved to be even
more demanding due to the extremely
good weather and high temperatures.
The shooting package saw cadets firing
the L98A2, LSW and air rifle, with some
attaining their marksman awards. Some
of the senior cadets also tried their hand
at urban tactics in the training village at
Hythe Ranges.
The adventure training package
consisted of mountain biking, archery
and rock climbing. LCpl Moloney
demonstrated a keen eye for archery,
hitting the bullseye consistently. This
year also saw the cadets try their hand at
a paintball CQB alley, using the sectors
new magazine fed paintball markers. The
cadets worked alone initially to learn the
tactics and then in pairs to patrol a set
route through a semi urban area, where
a number of targets were to be engaged.
The use of paintball markers allowed the
cadets to see where they had successfully
engaged the target, and practice their
CQB skills without the need for live fire.
The cadets also headed over to France
on a Battlefield Study Tour of the Somme,
visiting Lochnagar Crater, Delville Wood,
Thiepval, Beaumont Hamel and other
sites. The guides were provided by the
sectors own battlefield guide cadre, who
are staff that gave up a few extra evenings
and weekends to learn the fine art of
Battlefield Guiding and learning all the
information. Although the trips were
only for the day, it was a whirlwind tour.
Many of the cadets learnt something new
about the Somme Offensive; they also got
a taste of French cuisine as well with the
provision of a French style horror bag
meal, prepared by the guiding staff.
Camp finished with the inter-company
competition, a round robin of stalls with

different tasks, such as a speed round
in paintball CQB, first aid, command
tasks etc. This year’s winners of the best
company were 14 Coy again.
After the summer break, the cadets
have returned well rested and ready to
crack on with the training plan ahead. 145
Detachment has had a new large screen
TV installed which will improve the

delivery of theory lessons, with the use of
PowerPoint presentations and videos. This
has already had a positive effect on LCpl
Moloney, as she prepares for JCIC (Junior
Cadet Instructors Cadre) which will give
her the tools to be able to instruct basic
cadets and deliver drill lessons correctly.
The cadets will also be heading to
Crowborough Camp for a weekend

of navigation training and expedition
training in October. And then back to St
Martins Plain in December for Christmas
Camp, which will be a competitions
camp and also a farewell
to the
CompanyCommander, Maj Sokolowski,
who is moving on to be Sector Training
Major (Cadets).

95 Eltham Detachment

LCpl Moloney giving Robin Hood a run for his money.

The 31st October is a very important
day for the London Scottish as the
regiment commemorates the World War
1 battle at Messines, Belgium.
In the time honoured tradition
95
detachment
celebrated
and
commemorated this historical event
by having our own Hallowe’en Dinner
copying the same tradition as their
affiliated unit.
As usual all the cadets arrived
looking incredibly smart and conducted
themselves amicably, as SSI Daniels said
“the youth of today get knocked a lot about
waring hoodies and being anti-social, but
when you see these kids tonight, it shows
you what impact we have on them , and
being part of the London Scottish family
has had. They showed tonight how they
are truly are “Vastly Superior London
Scottish Cadets.”
At this event, yearly awards were also
presented. Congratulations to Cadet”
Hotshot” Flaxman Ali for getting the
award for Best Cadet 2016, and Cpl
Friskey for Best NCO 2016. Both very well
deserved. Keep up the good work.
Toasts were performed in memory of

95 Cadet Detatchment’s Hallowe’en Dinner.

those members of the regiment who lost
their lives in the battle, and there was
also a special toast added in emery of the
Sectors Deputy Commandant, Colonel
Chris Booth, who tragically died recently.
While the unit was enjoying a lovely
evening, unfortunately one member was
absent. PI Hanna Chester was unable
to attended the dinner as she was away
completing her Adult Induction Cadre.
She passed the course with flying colours
so now 95 detachment has a new Sergeant

Instructor. The entire unit is very proud of
her.
95 detachment has the best cadets I have
ever had the privilege to work with. The
unit has grown over the last year and that
is down to the teamwork, commitment
and dedication of everyone involved both
staff and cadets. I can’t wait to see what we
achieve and accomplish in 2017.
Sgt Beltrami
95 London Scottish Cadets

If you know anyone who would like to join the London Scottish cadets,
there are four detachments in London, parade nights and times are below.
235 (Westminster) London Scottish Cadets – Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
95 (Eltham) Detachment, London Scottish – Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
102 (Bromley) platoon, London Scottish – Wednesday 7.30pm - 10.00pm
145 (Croydon) Detachment (London Scottish) – Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm
Cadets trying out the paintball CQB.
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Visit: www.londonscottishregt.org/cadets.cfm for contact details.
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LONDON SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL GOLF SOCIETY
The Autumn meeting of the
Regimental Golf Society was held
at The London Scottish Golf Club,
Wimbledon Common on Friday 14th
October 2016.
A good turnout of 20 Regimental
Golfers and guests turned out for a
most enjoyable day’s golf played in
very pleasant Autumnal weather.
After coffee and bacon rolls a friendly
9-hole Stableford competition was
won by Steve Lovelock on 16 points
on countback from Nick Gair. John
Kirby won the guest prize also with 16
points.
After lunch we returned to the
fairways for the annual Autumn
Foursomes
competition.
The
Regimental silverware was won by
the pairing of Steve Lovelock and Neil
McTavish. The winning guest pair was
Bernie Duffy and John Kirby. Mike
McLaren won the Nearest the Pin
competition and Ian McCormack had
the Longest Drive.
As is now the custom the golf was
followed by the Society’s AGM chaired
by the outgoing Captain for the year,
David Walker. The minutes for 2015
were read by the Assistant Secretary,
Stephen Hill, and agreed. David
then presented a plaque to past Club
Captain, John Downs, to accompany
the replica of the ‘Young Willie Dunn
Putter’ presented to the club in 2015.
The plaque, bearing the Regimental
badge, informed the reader that the
putter was used by Willie Dunn when
winning the first ever US Open. The
putter had been given to the Regiment
by Willie’s nephew, Nicky Dunn, who
had served in the Regiment.
The officers for the coming year
were then appointed: Steve Lovelock
as incoming Captain for 2017 and
Ian Dawson (CSM ‘A’ Coy) the vicecaptain. Bill Foster was re- appointed
Honorary Secretary of the Society,
with Stephen Hill continuing as the
Hon. Assistant Secretary. The meeting
being concluded thanks were given to
David Walker for his excellent year as
Captain. Thanks were also given to
Bill Foster, absent due to a shoulder
injury, for organising the year’s events
in very efficient manner. The Captain
then presented the day’s prizes.
We were then piped to dinner by

REGIMENTAL NOTICEBOARD
UPCOMING EVENTS:
TUES 3RD JAN ............................................HQ OPEN
TUES 3RD JAN..............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
THURS 5TH JAN ..........................................LODGE
FRIDAY 10 JAN .. ............................................BAND SUPPER				
THURS 12TH JAN ........................................LODGE					
THURS 19TH JAN ........................................TRUST MEETING
THURS 19TH JAN 3PM................................STAKEHOLDERS MEETING		
TUES 24TH JAN ...........................................A CO BURNS NIGHT			
THURS 26TH................................................. JAN LODGE				
THURS 2ND . . ................................................FEB LODGE				
MON 6TH FEB . . ............................................ANCIENTS DINNER			
TUES 7TH FEB .............................................FIRST TUESDAY				
THURS 9TH FEB ..........................................LODGE					
THURS 16TH FEB ........................................LODGE
THURS 23RD FEB ........................................LODGE					
FRI 24TH FEB ...............................................G&A COY DINNER			
SAT 25TH FEB ..............................................LADYSMITHS LUNCH			
THURS 2ND MAR.........................................LODGE					

David Walker, captain for 2016, presents the Autumn Foursomes trophies to Neil
McTavish and Steve Lovelock.

Andy Parsons, who having missed
the golf due to other commitments,
nonetheless joined us for a very fine
and filling meal before treating all to
an excellent set.
A reminder that the Society is open
to all members of the Regimental
Association, no matter what your
standard. You will be assured of a
warm welcome and a great value day
out with old Regimental friends.
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Next years dates have already been
set: Friday 28th April; Friday 21st
July,and Friday the 13th October. Be
good to see you. Note those diaries
now!
Steve Lovelock
Captain - London Scottish
Regimental Golf Society.

TUES 7TH MAR .. ..........................................FIRST TUESDAY
THURS 9TH MAR.........................................LODGE					
WED 22ND MAR . . ........................................GLENWORPLE DINNER			
THURS 23RD MAR ......................................LODGE					
THURS 30TH MAR ......................................LODGE					
MON 3RD APRIL .. ........................................RA AGM					
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SOMME ART INTALLATION
At The National Memorial
Arboretum at Alrewas, Staffordshire
There is an Art Installation called
SOMME: En Masse.
The 19,240 soldiers who died on
the first day of the battle are being
remembered. Wooden soldiers are
being painted by schools, youth
groups, old people’s clubs and homes
and the visiting public.
The soldiers have a uniform
stencilled on one side and the other
is then painted or has a dedication
written on it. After they have been
varnished they are then being planted
in an area of the Arboretum, all facing
the same way….marching to war as a
group but returning as individuals.
The last soldier will be planted at a
ceremony on 18th November, the last
day of the battle of the Somme.
This week one soldier was dedicated
to a London Scot.
Harold Narbett travelled to London,
from Tenby, with a friend and tried
to sign up, one or both were deemed
under age and/or colour blind. They
went around the corner and joined
The London Scottish where they were
signed up!! Aged 16!!
Harold retired and moved to the
Poole area where he found further
employment. He enjoyed entertaining
the workers there about his war
exploits, apparently the Seargent took

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please send your letters to, The Editor, The London Scottish Gazette, Regimental Headquarters, 95, Horseferry Road,
Westminster, London. SW1P 2DX, or email to lsgazette@yahoo.co.uk Only letters with names and addresses will be printed.

John Spoore with one of the wooden soldiers.
them under his wing and showed them
how to look after their feet etc. Harold
would demonstrate shaving with a

blunt knife and no mirror and not
cutting himself.
Elizabeth Robertson

GLENWORPLE HIGHLANDERS
Glenworple Highlanders Autumn
Dinner 2016
The Autumn Dinner of the
Society was held at Headquarters on
Wednesday 12th October 2016.
Those present were J.A.Clemence,
A.C.Morris, G.C.Kellas, C.Granger,
B.D.Welsh, J.F.J.Spoore, I.L.King,
M.V.Ormiston,
J.F.Hudson,
M.P.Durrant,
S.D.Lovelock,
R.R.Wirgman,
R.S.Younger,
M.J.Felstead,
B.Alderson
and
A.D.Parsons.

M.W.H.Ludlow
and
J.G.Hetherington were guests of the
Society with a view to becoming
Members.
R.R.Wirgman was chairman. A
very tasty meal was provided and
A.D.Parsons provided an excellent
Musical Interlude. R.S.Younger
proposed the Customary Vote of
Thanks and I.L.King proposed the
Health of the Chairman.
During the Dinner S.D.Lovelock,
in his capacity as Chairman of the
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Regimental Association, presented
G.C.Kellas with a glass bowl in
recognition of his long and valuable
service to the Association and the
Society also honoured G.C.Kellas
by resolving that his name be
engraved on the Henderson Salver
in recognition of his service to the
Regiment.
The Spring Dinner 2017 would be
on Wednesday 22nd March 2017 and
the Autumn 2017 Dinner would be
on Wednesday 27th September 2017.

Dear Editor
I was standing in Prince’s Street, in
Edinburgh, in my braws, Hodden Grey kilt
an’a, in the sunshine; I was miserable.
Like a lot of people, I had no faith in the
Prime Minister’s ‘Peace in our time’. At
least he had bought us a year’s grace, the
price being at the Czechs expense.
So, in the spring of 1939, I joined the
Second Battalion of the London Scottish
– volunteers had doubled the size of the
Territorial Army.
That summer, we did a couple of
evenings in 59 Buckingham Gate ( the
Regimental Drill Hall) and two weeks
camp in Hampshire – it rained. It was great
fun, all beer and bagpipes.Two days before
war was declared, we were called up. The
military word was ‘embodied’, and became
full time soldiers.
We had little equipment: one rifle per
section, few Bren guns and rifle grenade
launchers – more lethal to oneself than to
the enemy. The kilt was not an Army issue,
but we could but one if we wished.
We were posted to different parts of
the country, ending up as far as I was
concerned, in South Wales, guarding St
Athans aerodrome from a possible attack
by the Irish. I remember our sergeant
saying we may be only 800 strong, but don’t
forget the Irish have never won a battle!
Each night, JU88s flew over our huts
and bombed the aerodrome buildings but
not the runways. They passed about two
hundred feet up.
By this time we had a rifle apiece, steel

helmets and entrenching tools. The tin hat
fitted snugly on the head. To test them,
about thirty of us stood in a circle, wearing
them; somebody shouted ‘Strike Sure’
and we hit the chap in front of us on the
head with the flat of the entrenching tool.
I think it was a day later when the officers
and sergeants went off to have dinner
somewhere, that the JU88s appeared;

we shot at them. I think we must have
scored, because the next night, bombs were
dropped on our slit trenches, dug alongside
our huts. But what Jock is going to sleep in
a slit trench, when he could stay in his own
hut. I got as face full of blast.
Shortly after this, I found that I could not
see properly out of my right eye, and was
sent by the Medical Officer, Ronald Murray,
to see an eye specialist. I had a partial retinal
detachment which he repaired. I was
fitted out with glasses covered in sticking
plaster, each with a small hole in the centre,
limiting movement, though I could see a
bit. I was sent on sick leave and told to wait
until ordered to see an Army eye specialist
in Edinburgh, the battalion knowing that
my mother lived in Hawick. So there I was,
outside Jenners, waiting for my mother to
finish her shopping before I went up the
Castle.I became aware of a small group of
what we knew in the ranks as ‘hairies’, it
rhymes with cherries, looking at me with
interest. I thought that they had never seen
a Hodden Grey kilt before but I did them
wrong. Each girl came up to me and ran
her fingers down the blue fringe of my kilt
and said ‘Good Luck, Jock’. They scattered
when my mother came out of Jenners and
took me up to the Castle.
I was not surprised when I was told that
I was not firt to serve and was therefore
‘OOT’.
Yours faithfully,
Dr Alan DR MacAuslan
2881122

‘Regimental Headquarters is looking to recruit a ‘Comptroller’ to take responsibility for the back
office activities at 95 Horseferry Road.
Reporting to the Clerk, this is likely to be a part time role initially (2 days per week).
It would suit an individual with qualifications/and or experience in book keeping,
revenue control and stocktaking, procurement, HR and facilities management (incl H&S)
and website management.
If this is of interest and for a full job description please contact the Clerk to the Trustees at clerk
@londonscottishregt.org or telephone 0207 630 1639.’
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print trade, and afterwards he retired
to Eastbourne. Even with the long
journey he could still be seen in the
Canteen on ‘First Tuesdays’ where he
delighted in chatting to old friends,
and also taking obvious pleasure
in the company of London Scots of
subsequent generations.
In 1993 he and Maddy were in the
party of forty or so on the Italian
Pilgrimage to the battlefields where
both the 1st and 3rd Bns fought so
courageously. He related how, as a
private, he was detailed for carrying
parties that had to climb the rocky
and muddy slopes of Monte Camino
in appalling weather, in full view of
enemy snipers, each man carrying a
five gallon can of water required for the
cooling systems of the machine guns.
He never understood how he survived
when so many of his comrades were
not so fortunate.
At that time his Platoon Commander
was Lt Derek Penman, later

OBITUARIES
BRIAN L GODDARD 1939 – 2016.
Brian, an only child was born in
September 1939 in West Square,
London, behind what was many
years ago, the Hospital of St Mary of
Bethlehem but now The Imperial War
Museum. He was evacuated as a ‘War
Baby’ to Bournemouth where he spent
his early days and schooling.
With the war ending and his
return to London, he joined The
London Scottish Cadets, which stood
him in good stead for when his not
unexpected Manila envelope dropped
through the door ‘inviting’ him to a
medical and registration for National
Service. Resulting in A1 Pass, Brian
walked through the gates beside the
Guardroom and Fire Shed of The
Brig O’ Don on 20th August 1959 to
commence his basic training with
Dargai Platoon.
The training and Passing Out over, he
was very soon on the draft to join the1st
Battalion The Gordon Highlanders at
Seekt Kasserne (Trenchard Barracks),
in Celle, in Germany, his home for the
next two years, as QM’s Clerk.
He enjoyed his National Service and
was rather sorry when demobilisation
came in August 1961. Settling back in
London, he joined The Metropolitan
Police and in a relatively short time
he was out of uniform and into plain
clothes with the CID, where he then
spent the rest of his 31 years police
service, attaining the rank of Detective
Chief Inspector, with occasional acting
up a grade to Det. Superintendent.
Brian was for several years the
Metropolitan Police Forensic Liaison
Inspector, at The Laboratory in Lambeth
and at other times he instructed at
The International Detective Training
Wing at Hendon. He was the senior
police officer in charge of the 1989
Marchioness Enquiry, into the tragedy
on The Thames, in which 51 died when
the pleasure boat “Marchioness” and
ROBERT DOUGLAS JONES
16 01 1920 – 01 10 2016
‘Bob’ joined the 1st Bn The London
Scottish in February 1940 and served
throughout World War 11. After the
war, in the early 50s, he was recalled

a heavy freight craft collided midstream.
Early on in his very busy police career,
Brian met Peggy and they married in
Kilburn in January 1965. They had two
sons; Ian and Declan and a daughter
Gayle. After university, Gayle went into
teaching and is teaching still in Oxford.
Ian and Declan followed Brian’s early
lead and joined the London Scottish
Cadets. They both later served with
‘G’ London Scottish Coy. 51 Highland
Volunteers - Ian a piper and Declan a
side drummer.
Ian and Declan are currently serving
Metropolitan Police Officers. Brian
was a Committee Member of Gordon
Highlanders
London
Association
for many years and as well as his
demanding career and raising a family,
he was an active member of the Catholic
Police Guild and of a Catholic business
organisation The Cateneans, which
does much work for charity.
He was a Freeman of The City of
London and later a Guildsman of The
Guild of Freemen of The City. Sadly
after several years of failing health
and despite all the loving care that
Peggy and the family could give, Brian
passed away peacefully at home on
25th June 2016, with his family at his
side. On Wednesday 6th July at The

for Z Reserve Service in the Gordon
Highlanders.
Bob never really left the Scottish.
Year after year the Gazette records his
attendance at Hallowe’en. He, and
his wife, Maddy, were regulars in the
working staff at the annual Childrens’
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Holy Innocents Church, Orpington,
Kent, a very well attended Requiem
Mass was held for Brian followed by his
committal at Kemnal Park Cemetery
and Memorial Garden, Chislehurst.
There to give support to Peggy and
the family were some of Brian’s many
friends and former colleagues and to
represent the ‘Regimental family’ were
Brian Sivyer, Len Rose and John Spoore
(piping) representing both London
Scottish and Gordon Highlanders.
Sincere condolences to Peggy, Ian,
Declan and Gayle and their families
in the loss of a greatly loved; husband,
father and grandfather.
John Spoore.

Party, blowing up balloons or washing
up or wherever they were needed.
He also attended Remembrance Day
Church Parades, and was still in the
marching contingent well into his 80’s.
For his working life he lived in
Banstead and was employed in the

DONALD HOSSACK 1935 - 2016.
Gordon Highlander WO11 ‘Don’
Hossack was very well known to
virtually all who served in ‘G’ Coy.
51 Highland Volunteers, as twice PSI,
once as Q/PSI then as S/PSI. He was
born and grew up in Cromarty on The
Black Isle. He served an apprenticeship
in horticulture, before enlisting into
The Gordon Highlanders in 1951.
He then served with the 1st
Battalion The Gordons at the Brig O’
Don, Aberdeen and in Dover - Celle,
BAOR – Malaya – Borneo - Kenya
and Minden BAOR. He had a two year
secondment to The Fleet Air Arm
at ‘H.M.S. Fulmar’ R.N. Air Station,
Lossiemouth.’ Don was for a time with
the Regimental Provost Staff and later
with Assault Pioneers. He retired from
Military Service in 1975.
Post service Don and his wife
Margaret settled for a time in
Dunbar,
East
Lothian,
later
moving South to Wellingborough,
Northamptonshire. In October 2008
after a long illness, sadly Margaret
passed away, leaving Don and their
family devastated. He applied and was
successful in his bid for entry into The
Royal Hospital Chelsea.
Just prior to his entry date 16th
February 2009, just four months after
he had lost Margaret, he had visited his
son Don (Jnr.) in Germany but whilst
there had a bad fall and broke a rib. He
was a bit worried, but did recover and

Commanding Officer. He often spoke
of his great admiration and respect for
Derek and, strangely, in later life, both
retired to Eastbourne, and both spend
some of their last years in the same
care home, and both were finally laid
to rest at the same crematorium.
Whilst in the care home he
mentioned a desire to attend the

managed to meet his entry date and
settled in as an In-Pensioner, for the
next 7 years. He was a regular attendee
at all of the London Scottish and
Gordon Highlander functions and on
The Cenotaph Parades, latterly in his
wheelchair, adding a touch of scarlet to
the ranks.
But his health waned steadily over
several years with heart and mobility
problems, then in August 2016 scans
revealed that Don had two brain
tumours, which was a traumatic blow
to him and his condition deteriorated
more quickly from then on, with him

Remembrance Parade at the Cenotaph.
Thanks to the Gordon Highlanders
London Association and two carers,
his wish was granted and he duly
marched down Whitehall proudly
wearing his London Scottish glengarry
and cap badge.
Soon after Maddy’s death (2004) I
visited him in the care home and found
him most cheerful, sporting an arm in
a large plaster cast. He had broken it
whilst playing football with the local
children in the street. Typical.
Sadly he spent nearly ten years in the
care home, physically in good shape but
gradually more confused. Much of this
time he was lucky enough to receive
visits from his very good neighbours
who, in turn, kept us informed.
We have lost a good comrade – very
much part of the ongoing history of
the London Scottish.
Alan Morris
slipping away on, the morning of
Thursday 29th September 2016. He
leaves daughters; Pamela and Teresa
and son Donald (Jnr). His post service
pastimes had been: Computing, Golf,
Reading and Gardening. He was also
a onetime member of The London
Scottish Masonic Lodge.
He had a very good friend at
The Hospital - In-Pensioner James
Nicholson (formerly in the Royal
Military Police, but an Honorary
Member of The Gordon Highlanders
London Association, for his help in
caring for Don). Jim Nicholson is
himself now a very familiar face and
regular visitor to 95. Whilst at The
Royal hospital, Don had always been
pleased to welcome visitors and more
especially in his latter days, when
during those visits he bravely remained
cheerful, keeping his sense of humour.
His funeral service was on
Wednesday 19th October 2016 in
the All Saints Chapel, at The Royal
Hospital, conducted by Rev. Angus
MacLeod (St Columba’s COS and
Chaplain to The London Scottish
with Andy Parsons doing the piping
honours. Don’s family and his many
friends from The Hospital, The
Gordon Highlanders and The London
Scottish filled the chapel to give thanks
for his life and to bid their farewells to
Don.
John Spoore
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PHILIP McAULAY (Phil)
17th February 1953 - 31st August 2016
Phil was born in Kirkcaldy in February
1953 where his father was a miner. His
father did not want Phil and his brother
Pat to follow him down the mines and so
in the late 1950s the McAulay clan came
to live in Harlow, Essex. He never forgot
his Scottish roots and would often visit
Kelty, a small mining town in Fife where
his uncle, Big Tam, ran a pub.
Phil became a painter and decorator at
Harlow council. He would often send the
young apprentices to go and get a tin of
tartan paint from the stores, old joke but
still funny. He later became a storeman/
driver.
He joined G (London Scottish) Coy
1/51 H.V. in early 1980. He and his fellow
recruits then spent an eventful week-end
going to Perth on the overnight train (no
sleepers then) to be inoculated, kitted
out and welcomed to the Battalion. After
a few or more beers in the taverns of
Perth on a Saturday night, Phil and his
new friends were introduced on Sunday
morning to that old but still popular art
of drill. He would then have caught the
famous 2.15pm train back to London
with all his new belongings.
With his new uniform Phil attended
his recruits course at Thetford in June
1980 under the watchful eye of C/S Ron
Norton (1 Gordons). Phil was never the
same man again! He attended several
get togethers or as the Army puts it….
Annual Camp. These included Wales,
Scotland and Germany.
In the autumn of 1982 Phil was proud
to have been in a guard of honour for
Her Majesty the Queen at the Regimental
Church of St. Columbus. He looked very

smart in his No.1 uniform.
Phil’s idea of soldiering was to stay
as dry as possible and so he eventually
joined the Signals Platoon so he could
stay in his nice dry landrover whilst
giving orders and directions to us
unfortunates wandering around the
Scottish countryside. He was promoted
to L/Cpl but still decided to stay with
his beloved radios. While signing out
equipment he would say to new recruits
that they joined at the right time as
they were being issued with the new
lightweight aluminium frames to carry a
big, backpack radio. His sense of humour
was also very dry. Picture the scene. One

SGT. BRIAN ADCOCK
Brian Adcock died in Whangerei,
New Zealand, on 1st. September aged
77 after battling with skin cancer and
leukemia for the last few years. He was
born three days before the outbreak of
the Second World War, and lived with
his parents in Mottingham, south-east
London until their house was badly
damaged by enemy action during
the blitz, when Brian and his mother
left to live with various relatives
around England and Scotland until
the war ended. In 1947 he attended
Eltham College, and joined the
London Scottish Eltham Cadets in
1953, rising to the rank of Cadet CSM
in 1958 when he was awarded the
Glenworple Highlanders sgian dubh.

Brian (standing) during a break
on the 1966 Scottish March -
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wet cold Saturday morning somewhere
in England the London Jocks queued up
for breakfast, miserable as hell. L/Cpl
McAulay turned up nice and dry with
a smile on his face. Eventually one new
recruit asked him how he was so dry.
Phil, in his driest tone, told said recruit
that he had found a heated underwater
stream and instructed him on how to find
one on Saturday night. He had to look
for a dip in the ground because that was
where the heat was. Result on Sunday
morning – one smug L/Cpl and one
miserable private!
Phil attended Halloween regularly and
also the kiddies parties at 59. Not sure
who was the biggest kid but a certain
name springs to mind.
Phil then became very ill but recovered
well enough to make it to church parades
and G Coy dinners where he enjoyed the
company of his friends.
The funeral was a humanist nonreligious ceremony on 30th September
2016 at Harlow crematorium. A wreath
was laid on behalf of the Regiment and
Andy Parsons played the lament. A
guard of honour was formed as Phil was
carried into the crematorium.
Those attending from the Regiment
were:- Allan Fay, Stephen Fay, Bob
Walker, Compo, Nobby Foulis, Vince
Reilly, Iain Robertson, Geoff McAdam,
Geoff Hetherington, Ian Stewart, Rupert
Wirgman and Colin White who travelled
down from Scotland to say goodbye to his
friend.
Phil leaves behind Laraine, 3 daughters,
2 step-daughters, grandchildren and
great grandchildren.
ALLAN FAY

Shortly before he died he told me
that this was still one of his treasured
possessions, though it could do with a
clean! Shortly afterwards he left the
cadets and joined our 1st. Bn., serving
initially in the I Section, then in A
Coy alongside fellow ex-cadet Doug
Kean and under the watchful eye of
CSM Charlie Rylands where he rose
to the rank of Sgt. In 1965 he married
Liz, and they were regular attenders at
the Thursday night Reel Club at ‘59’
run by Alan Morris, as well as other
Regimental events.
Having left school he was awarded
an apprenticeship with BICC where he
gained an HNC in Civil Engineering,
and was later involved in a major
contract installing power lines across
south-east England.

In 1967 Brian answered an
advertisement
for
a
power
transmission line designer with the
New Zealand Government, and in
December they left Britain for the
long voyage to start their new life
in Wellington. Thereafter Brian’s
career in civil engineering progressed
upwards with a series of direction
changes until he retired in 2000, being
awarded a Fellowship of the Institute
of Professional Engineers of New
Zealand.
Sadly he developed heart disease
and prostate cancer around 2002 and
a few years later Liz and he parted
company. Over the years they had
made various London Scots who called
by Whangerei very welcome with
their hospitality, and had themselves
returned to the U.K. occasionally,
giving his friends the opportunity to
reciprocate.
We extend our sympathy to Brian’s
second wife Angelika, and to Liz and
their daughters Lucy and Catherine in
their loss.
Graham Kellas

JAMES PERRY OBE 1923-2016.
Probably very few would have known
that ‘Jimmy Perry’ was a Gordon
Highlander,
but Jimmy - English
actor and scriptwriter, best known for
devising and co-writing with David
Croft’ the BBC sitcoms Dad’s Army
, It Ain’t Half Hot Mum, Hi-De-Hi
and You Rang M’Lord? to mention
just a few, was a Gordon Highlander
albeit for only a short time. He was the
leading light with The Royal Artillery
Concert Party in India (‘It Ain’t Half
Ho Mum’ spring to mind ?), when in
1946 the concert party was disbanded
and he was transferred to The Gordons’,
who were then in the small town of
Coimbatore in Southern India. Jimmy
came down to earth with a thump as he
was brought into line with the infantry
way of life. Due to the different rank
structure of the RA, he immediately
lost his third stripe and was given the
job of Corporal Arms Storeman. But,
on being called Corporal for the first
time, Jimmy without really thinking
replied “Bombardier” - “Corporal”

and in the Rock-Hopper Gardens, Whangerei, 2010

was shouted back at him and thus
did Jimmy Perry’s dislike of his time
with the Infantry and The Gordons
in particular begin. He told me (J.S.)
that he wasn’t used to being shouted
at, except when he was a youngster
by his father who called him a stupid
boy - which we now recognise as the
label that he pinned onto the character
Pte Frank Pike in “Dad’s Army”. At
the outbreak of WW2, Jimmy was too
young to enlist into the Armed Forces,
but joined his local Home Guard Unit,
which was to give him plenty of scope
and casting expertise later in life when
he scripted ‘Dad’s Army’ (originally to
be titles The Fighting Tigers !). Post
Service Jimmy was for some time, a
Red Coat at Butlins Holiday Camps
(“Hi Di Hi” ring a bell ?) and later
worked for many years for the BBC, he
was always a writer and with the late
David Croft they together produced
some of the most popular television
comedy shows still as popular today as
they were then. Despite Jimmy’s “Worst
time in my military service” period as

a Gordon Highlander, he was a Life
Member of The Gordon Highlanders
London Association. He passed away
on Sunday 23rd October 2016. In years
past, Jimmy occasionally attended
Gordon functions at 59 Buckingham
Gate, so he knew The Scottish pretty
well too. We spoke to him occasionally
on the telephone, the last time was
probably about a year ago, when he
was still his normal cheerful self and he
said then that he was still writing. We
heard more recently that he was not too
well and sadly on Sunday 23rd October
2016, at the age of 93, Jimmy took his
final curtain and bowed out leaving his
wife Gilda. Jimmy will be sadly missed,
but
his memory will live forever in his much
loved evergreen TV masterpieces.
John Spoore.
Jimmy Perry’s autobiography “A
Stupid Boy” is published by Arrow
Books, ISBN 0 09 944142X

Articles and submissions for the April 2017 Gazette should be sent in by the
15 March 2017 for inclusion. All submissions are gratefully accepted.
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THE LONDON REGIMENT

LONDON’S
ARMY RESERVE
INFANTRY BATTALION

IN THE ARMY RESERVE YOU CAN EXPERIENCE
A DIFFERENT CAREER IN YOUR SPARE TIME
army.mod.uk/londons

020 7801 2543
INFANTRY FOR LONDON

